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Bayesian sta tistical m ethods har e recently been com bined with conventional methods 
for fisheries stock assessm ent (e.g. catch-age analysis) to provide a conceptually elegant 
approach for p rov id ing  fisherv m anagem ent advice under uncertainty. U ncertainties in 
the advice prov ided  can  be conveyed using posterior probability  distributions (or 
"posterio rs") fo r th e  po ten tia l outcom es o f  each policy option . Posteriors can  be 
estim ated using d a ta  (e.g. catch-age d a ta  and relative abundance indices) lo r the fish 
population  o f  in terest an d  p rio r  probability  d istributions for population model 
param eters (e.g. s tock -recru it function  param eters) based on data from similar fish 
populations. D espite grow ing interest. Bayesian m ethods remain accessible to rela
tively few. T o  increase the accessibility o f these m ethods, the conceptual basis to r 
Bayesian sta tistical estim ation  is reviewed and set in the context ol fisheries stock 
assessment. T he use o f  Baxesian m ethods is illustrated by fitting a logistic model to 
relative abund an ce  indices fo r N am ib ian  hake [Merlucius capensis and M  paradoxus) 
and presenting  a  decision analysis o f  alternative harvest policy options. Some 
alternative ap p ro ach es are  ou tlined  fo r constructing  p rio r and posterior probability 
d istributions and  som e recent app lica tions in fisheries. Some ot the problem s that can 
be encountered  while im plem enting  Bayesian m ethods are also discussed.
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Introduction
Until recently, policy advice to fishery managers 'r0™ 
stock assessments has frequently been based on sing e 
point estimates o f  biological quantities: uncertainties in 
fisheries stock assessments over stock si/e and proc uc 
tivity and the potential biological and economic c °n^ '  
quences o f alternative policy (e.g. total allowable cate i 
options were seldom conveyed and taken seriously. 
Recognition o f  the potential disadvantages ot ignoring 
uncertainty in policy advice, for example, incteasec us s 
ot resource collapse and underutilization, has led to t 
development o f  a variety o f  approaches to accounting 
h'r uncertainties in stock assessment and in Pr0' 11 ,n  ̂
Policy advice (Walters and Hilborn. 1976: Bergh am  
Butterworth. 1987; Francis. 1992; Rest repo ci ul..
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Hilborn and Walters. 1992; Smith et ul.. 1993: Walters 
and Ludwig. 1994). Among these, the Bayesian alterna
tive offers a simple and conceptually elegant approach 
to fisheries stock assessment. Bayesian methods have 
recently been developed to rigorously incorporate 
expert judgment and inferences into conventional stock 
assessment methods using data from similar fish popu
lations: these methods have also been used to convey 
uncertainties in policy advice to decision makers.

In this paper the Bayesian approach to fisheries stock 
assessment is reviewed and a detailed example appli
cation provided in order to increase the accessibility o f  
Bayesian methods to a wider audience. In the introduc
tory sections that follow, the basic problems o f  decision 
making under uncertainty faced by fishery managers are 
briefly outlined. Three commonly used approaches to
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dealing with uncertainties in stock assessment and 
som e potential problems with their application are then 
discussed. Som e o f the potential advantages o f  the 
Bayesian approach to fisheries stock assessment are then 
outlined.

Providing quantitative advice for decision 
making in fishery management: the problem

In the making o f  fisheries policy decisions, fishery man
agers want at least two things: high biological yields and 
high rates o f  employment. They also want to avoid bad 
things happening such as a fishery closure due to stock 
collapse. In fishery management, risk is often defined as 
the probability o f  an undesirable event (Francis, 1992; 
McAllister et al., 1994). A common difficulty is that 
policy options with the highest yields also have the 
highest risks o f  stock depletion. The problem for fishery 
managers then is to choose a policy that has the highest 
expected benefits but also acceptably low risks.

The solution to this policy problem is easy if  decision  
makers are certain about the outcom e o f  each policy 
option, or if  they know that one policy is best across all 
possible states o f  nature. In such cases, the decision  
makers can easily choose the policy that best meets their 
goals. However, this situation is almost never the case in 
fishery management. M ost often, the solution is difficult 
because there are normally severa! competing alternative 
hypotheses for the true state o f  nature, the best policy 
option depends strongly on which state o f  nature is the 
true one; and there is commonly large uncertainty about 
which hypothesis best describes the true state o f nature.

To address this problem, stock assessment scientists 
should provide fishery managers with quantitative pre
dictions about the potential biological and economic 
consequences o f  alternative policy options. However, to 
many, stock assessment simply means the estimation o f  
parameters in mathematical models, something quite 
different from the provision o f  management advice. In 
contrast, the authors are following the viewpoint o f 
Hilborn and Walters (1992): the whole point o f stock 
assessment is to provide advice to fishery managers and 
the provision o f  quantitative management advice should 
be an integral part o f  fisheries stock assessment. Stock 
assessment can thus be divided into two interrelated 
quantitative activities: estimation and policy evaluation. 
Estimation entails the construction o f mathematical 
models for policy evaluation and the analysis o f  fishery, 
research survey, and other data to estimate model par
ameters. Policy evaluation entails the quantitative evalu
ation o f  the potential consequences o f  alternative 
management actions. The authors believe that Bayesian 
statistical methods and decision theory (Berger. 1985; 
Gelman et al.. 1995) provide a particularly suitable 
approach to providing such advice for decision making 
under uncertainty in fishery management. To indicate

why this is so the authors begin by discussing below 
three different non-Bayesian approaches to  dealing with 
uncertainty in the provision o f  quantitative advice for 
fishery management.

Alternative approaches to dealing with 
uncertainty in stock assessment

Before proceeding the authors would like to emphasize 
that despite their advocacy o f  the Bayesian approach 
and subsequent discussion o f  the potential problems 
with the following three non-Bayesian approaches, the 
latter are still found to be worthwhile and the authors 
continue to apply them. The authors also acknowledge 
that Bayesian methods are not without their own 
troublesome problems and these are discussed later on. 
The various problems with non-Bayesian approaches 
that are mentioned below were part o f  the motivation 
for the introduction and development o f  Bayesian 
methods for stock assessment.

One approach to uncertainty in stock assessment is to 
conduct a “sensitivity analysis” (e.g. Goodyear, 1995). 
In almost all stock assessments, some input parameters 
(e.g. the rate o f natural mortality) are each fixed at some 
value and treated as known when they are actually 
uncertain. The effect o f  uncertainty in such parameters 
is evaluated by re-running the entire stock assessment 
using alternative values for such input parameters. This 
approach may fail to reveal disastrous outcom es that 
could result under combinations o f  parameters that 
have not been tested. Furthermore, if stock assessment 
results were highly sensitive to a number o f  different 
parameters, presentation o f  such results to managers can 
be very cumbersome without some form o f  integration 
o f results.

A  second approach is to  estimate confidence bounds 
or intervals for quantities o f interest (e.g. M ohn, 1993). 
Confidence bounds can be calculated using maximum  
likelihood estimates o f parameters and asymptotic 
assumptions or by using bootstrapping methods (Mohn,
1993). These intervals can be difficult to interpret and 
could be misused by decision makers if they acted upon 
either the most pessimistic or optimistic side o f  the 
interval (Hilborn and Walters, 1992).

A third approach is to  estimate the sampling distri
butions o f  estimated quantities o f  interest (e.g. stock 
biomass) using jackknife or bootstrap procedures, and 
to use these distributions as proxies for uncertainty 
(Francis. 1992; Restrepo et a i ,  1992; Smith et a l ,  1993). 
There exists a large variety o f  such procedures (Smith 
et a i ,  1993). The simplest o f  these (e.g. the uncon
ditional non-parametric bootstrap) randomly resamples 
the data with replacement and re-estimates the quan
tities o f interest from each resampled data set. These 
steps are repeated many times to produce a sampling 
distribution o f estimates o f  the quantities o f  interest.
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However, the interpretations o f  such distributions and 
their use in the evaluation o f  alternative harvest policy 
options has provoked controversy (Francis, 1992; 
Hilborn e t al.. 1993b; Restrepo e t al.. 1992; Walters, 
1993; Cordue and Francis, 1994). For example, decision 
analysis methods (Raiffa. 1968; Berger, 1985), which can 
be used to  evaluate the consequences o f  alternative 
policy options, typically require probability distributions 
for alternative hypotheses. The sampling distributions 
for estimated quantities that are produced by methods 
such as bootstrapping are not the same thing (Gelman 
et al., 1995, p. 110). H ow ever, such sampling distri
butions for estimated m anagem ent quantities have often 
been applied and interpreted as if  they were probability 
distributions for alternative hypotheses.

A Bayesian approach to  stock assessment

An alternative to  these three approaches is the use o f  
Bayesian statistical m ethods (Walters and Hilborn, 
1976; Thom pson, 1992; M cAllister et ul.. 1994; Walters 
and Ludwig, 1994; Raftery et al. , 1995a; Kinas, 1996; 
Punt and Hilborn, 1997; M cAllister and Ianelli, 1997). 
Bayesian methods have been advocated for stock assess
ment for several reasons. Firstly, data for many fish 
stocks often contain little information about certain key 
input parameters to  population dynamics models, e.g. 
parameters relating to the slope o f  a stock-recruit 
relationship. In conventional approaches to stock 
assessment, uncertainties in such parameters are often 
ignored and point estim ates or assumed values are used 
instead. However, values for such parameters may be 
similar am ong ecologically and taxonom ically similar 
populations and could be incorporated into Bayesian 
stock assessment in the form o f  prior probability distri
butions (priors) (Gelm an e t a l .  1995).

Secondly, data on certain key aspects o f  population  
biology and the fishery such as on stock structure and 
bycatch in other fisheries are often missing, i.e. there 
may be “gaps” in the data. Under conventional 
aPproaches to stock assessment, fixed assumptions are 
often made about the m issing data that lead to simplifi
cations in the analysis and the uncertainties resulting 
from data gaps are ignored (G oodyear, 1995). Under the 
Bayesian approach, these uncertainties can be incorpor
ated in the evaluation as alternative hypotheses that may 
consist o f  alternative values for key parameters such as 
Bycatch rates or structurally different models for fish 
population dynamics (Punt, 1993b).

Thirdly, Bayesian m ethods com bine fishery data and 
Prior information to calculate posterior probabilities for 
alternative hypotheses, for example, about structurally 
different m odels for population dynamics and manage
ment quantities such as the current biomass o f  a fish 
Population (Sainsbury. 1988). This is particularly useful 
when the identification o f  the best policy depends

strongly on the hypothesis that is assumed to be true and 
there is uncertainty about the alternative hypotheses. 
The calculation o f posterior probabilities for alternative 
hypotheses provides a simple, effective means to indicate 
the empirical support for each hypothesis and to convey 
uncertainties in estimated quantities (Hilborn et a l ,  
1993a). The presentation o f results is also simplified 
because Bayesian methods typically integrate over 
model parameters to produce marginal probability dis
tributions for management quantities. For example, a 
marginal probability distribution for the maximum sus
tainable yield can be computed by integrating over all 
combinations o f  parameter values in the joint posterior 
distribution o f  model input parameters (e.g. r and K in 
the logistic model; see Equation (3) and the example 
below). However, evaluations o f  the sensitivity o f  model 
results to alternative combinations o f  the data and 
prior distributions for model parameters are usually 
appropriate.

Fourthly, the Bayesian approach provides a concep
tually straightforward statistical procedure for providing 
management advice under uncertainty that is commonly 
referred to as "decision analysis” (Raiffa, 1968; Walters 
and Hilborn, 1976; Berger, 1985). Decision analysis 
procedures allow the computation o f the consequences 
o f alternative policy options, and explicitly account for 
uncertainty about alternative hypotheses on model 
structure (e.g. population dynamics). Bayesian esti
mation provides the posterior probabilities for the alter
native hypotheses to indicate the support given to each 
by the best available information and data. The conse
quences o f  each policy option are calculated by weighing 
the consequences under each hypothesis by the posterior 
probability for the hypothesis. The results o f the de
cision analysis (e.g. the expected consequences for each 
policy option and indications o f the uncertainties) are 
then each presented to decision makers in the form 
o f probability distributions and decision tables (see 
example below). They can thereby account for the 
expected consequences o f  each policy option under some 
o f the alternative hypotheses, the empirical support for 
each hypothesis, and the expected consequences o f  each 
policy integrated over all hypotheses (Hilborn et a l ,  
1993a).

Aims o f this Review
Hilborn et a l  (1994) and Walters and Ludwig (1994) 
introduce the rudimentary concepts o f  Bayesian esti
mation for simple applications in fisheries stock assess
ment. Punt and Hilborn (1997) provide a review o f  the 
Bayesian approach to stock assessment and decision 
analysis and present some sophisticated age-structured 
applications to exemplify the approach. However, appli
cations o f Bayesian methods to fisheries problems 
remain relatively scarce. This is partly because fishery
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scientists require simple, clear examples that they can 
implement on their own in order to learn new methods; 
yet there exists a paucity o f such examples in the fisheries 
literature. M ost o f  the examples provided are compli
cated and not easily implemented because they use 
complicated models (e.g. age-structured rather than 
simpler biomass dynamic models) and sophisticated 
estimation algorithms (e.g. Bergh and Butterworth, 
1987; McAllister et al., 1994; Kinas. 1996; Punt and 
Hilborn. 1997); other examples are overly simplistic, 
using equilibrium-based models or assuming that the 
values o f parameters that would normally be considered 
to be uncertain are instead known without error 
(Hilborn et al., 1994; Hoenig et a l ,  1994; Walters and 
Ludwig. 1994; Walters and Punt, 1994).

In order to stimulate further interest and increase the 
accessibility o f  Bayesian methods, this paper provides an 
overview o f the Bayesian approach to fisheries stock 
assessment and a detailed example application using a 
non-equilibrium, logistic model. The review and 
example are intended as an introduction to the imple
mentation o f  Bayesian methods for fisheries scientists 
unfamiliar with the methods. The paper also includes 
sections reviewing the main ideas and methods in 
Bayesian stock assessment for those seriously interested 
in applying the methods. Despite intending this paper 
primarily for those not familiar with Bayesian methods, 
these latter sections require at least an intermediate 
knowledge o f Bayesian theory. To make the reading o f  
this paper easier, at the end o f the next paragraph the 
more challenging sections are indicated so that readers 
not so familiar with Bayesian methods may, if  they 
choose, avoid these sections and perhaps come back to 
them later on.

This paper continues with a reformulation o f  the basic 
steps in a Bayesian stock assessment in which the 
consequences o f alternative fishery management policy 
options are evaluated. This is to provide added clarity 
and completeness to the steps outlined in earlier works 
(Bergh and Butterworth, 1987; McAllister et a l ,  1994; 
Punt and Hilborn. 1997; McAllister and Ianelli, 1997; 
McAllister and Pikitch, 1997). The Bayesian concept o f  
probability is then briefly outlined and how it differs 
from the conventional frequentist concept is indicated. 
Thereby the authors indicate why Bayesian probability 
is well-suited to account for uncertainty in stock 
assessment. The calculation o f Bayesian posterior prob
abilities and their application in stock assessment is 
illustrated by fitting a logistic model to relative abun
dance data for Namibian hake (Merlucius capensis and 
M. paradoxus). This example is used to illustrate in 
detail how decision tables can help fisheries managers to 
account for uncertainty in decision making. The authors 
also provide recommendations about how to construct 
and partition parameter space in decision tables. The 
example is also presented so that those interested can

repeat the calculations. The authors discuss some recent 
applications o f Bayesian methods in fisheries stock 
assessment, and summarize som e guidelines for model 
selection and parameterization and the construction of 
prior probability distributions for Bayesian fisheries 
stock assessment. Finally, som e problems are outlined 
that may be encountered in implementing Bayesian 
methods. Sections that are technically advanced include 
those on methods for numerical integration, appli
cations o f Bayesian m ethods, and Appendices 1-3. All 
other sections should be easily understood by people not 
familiar with Bayesian methods. Understanding of the 
example application requires a numerical proficiency 
common to most stock assessment biologists.

A framework for Bayesian stock 
assessment

One o f  the main goals o f fisheries stock assessment is to 
evaluate the potential consequences o f  alternative man
agement options (Hilborn and Walters, 1992). Punt and 
Hilborn (1997) provide steps to indicate how this is done 
using the Bayesian statistical approach. Below the 
authors reformulate these steps by reordering them, 
adding an additional step (step 2), and providing clearer 
justifications for some o f the steps. This is to improve 
upon their logical sequence, consistency, and complete
ness so that they are more easily understood by readers 
unfamiliar with Bayesian theory. N ote that some o f the 
steps are not uniquely Bayesian (e.g. steps 1 and 2) but 
are still part o f  Bayesian decision analysis (Berger, 
1985).

( I ) Identify each alternative management action that 
could be taken
The set o f  alternative actions that could be taken is 
usually identified through discussions among fishery 
managers, scientists, and industry members. The actions 
considered are often relatively simple to evaluate an 
implement, for example, setting alternative series o 
fixed catch quotas for the next few years. In some 
situations, for example, the International Whaling 
Commission, more sophisticated management policy 
options are considered that involve implementing 
decision rules for setting catch quotas. These rules have 
sometimes used as inputs, annual estimates o f  stoc 
biomass and the level o f  uncertainty in population 
dynamic model parameters. This latter alternative can 
be considerably more complicated to evaluate because it 
can require the simulation o f  stock assessment data, the 
stock assessment procedure, and the application o f a 
decision rule to  the resulting estimate of. e.g. stoc 
biomass, in each future year. A shortcut stock assess
ment procedure is typically simulated to make these
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computations tractable (Punt, 1993a; M cAllister et al., 
1994; M cAllister and Pikitch, 1997).

(2) Specify the indices o f  po licy  performance
The most desirable policy option for fishery managers is 
often the one that has the largest expected econom ic 
benefits and has an acceptably high chance o f  avoiding  
undesirable biological and econom ic outcom es. The 
specification o f  indices o f  policy performance indices, 
however, is often arrived at by discussions am ong fishery 
managers, scientists, and industry members. It is usually 
desirable to achieve a consensus on the set o f indices o f  
policy performance with which to evaluate the tradeoffs 
among the alternative policy options and to limit the set 
of indices to some reasonably small number, say three to 
seven. This step thus involves defining: (i) a set o f  indices 
with which to evaluate policy performance; and (ii) a 
time horizon over which to evaluate the potential out
comes o f each policy. The indices m ost often chosen  
usually include measures o f  the expected average catch 
biomass, interannual variability in catch biom ass, and 
probability o f  depleting the stock below some threshold 
(Bergh and Butterworth, 1987).

(3) Specify the alternative hypotheses
While the main goal o f  stock assessment is to  evaluate 
the consequences o f  alternative actions, it is impossible 
to unequivocally specify the exact consequences o f  each 
action. Instead there are often hypotheses for system  
dynamics that determine the biological and econom ic 
responses o f  the system to  each o f  the alternative actions 
that can be taken. These hypotheses consist o f  structur
ally different m odels that could each describe population  
dynamics. They also consist o f  alternative values for the 
parameters in the m odels. In order to conceptualize 
uncertainty in the potential outcom es o f  an action that 
could be taken, Bayesian theory requires the specifi
cation o f  a set o f  alternative hypotheses about possible 
‘state o f  nature". Thus, this step involves specifying the 

alternative m odels that could describe population 
dynamics, and the potential ranges o f  values for the 
parameters in the models. The construction o f  alterna
tive hypotheses is carried out mainly by scientists, 
though fishermen and managers are sometimes con
sulted. For example, fishermen can be consulted tor their 
knowledge about the fish stocks, particularly tor the 
construction o f  hypotheses regarding the spatial struc
ture and migratory behaviour o f  fish stocks (Punt, 
1993b). M ost often, only one population dynamics 
model is selected and a subset o f  its parameters are 
treated as uncertain. However, with only a single model, 
the actual consequences for each alternative policy 
option could be com pletely missed by the analysis. 
Including structurally ditferent models as alternative 
hypotheses for the true population dynamics reduces 
this possibility and gives managers a more complete

basis upon which to evaluate the potential consequences 
o f the alternative policy options. The following steps are 
carried out mainly by the stock assessment scientists.

(4 ) Determine the relative weight o f  the evidence in 
support o f  the alternative hypotheses 
This involves using Bayes theorem (see below) to esti
mate the posterior distributions for the input parameters 
to each model and the marginal posterior probability for 
each alternative model, if  such alternatives are consid
ered (below and Appendices 1-3). This is by far the most 
difficult step. Computer programing skills are typically 
required for this step and the next in order to carry out 
the quantitative evaluation.

(5  ) Evaluate the distribution and expected value o f  each 
management performance measure fo r  each alternative 
management policy
This usually involves the following steps: (i) Randomly  
draw values for parameters from the posterior prob
ability distribution (e.g. r and K in the logistic model); 
(ii) U sing the drawn parameter values, project from the 
current year the model into the future and apply the 
policy o f  interest in each future year to predict its 
consequencees; (iii) Calculate the performance indices 
for each policy; (iv) Repeat steps (i) to (iii) many times: 
(v) Produce a distribution o f  performance indices for the 
policy.

(6 ) Present the results to decision makers 
Summarize results for each policy in the form o f  mar
ginal posterior distributions and expected values for the 
management quantities o f  interest. Graphs of these 
distributions and decision tables can often be helpful 
for conveying the decision analysis results to decision 
makers (see example Hilborn et al., 1993a; McAllister 
et al., 1994).

A s the estimation o f the posterior distribution for 
model input parameters is the most difficult step in this 
framework, this step is discussed in considerable detail 
further below.

Why the Bayesian concept o f probability 
is more useful than the frequentist 
concept for decision making under 
uncertainty
In step 4 above. Bayesian probabilities are required to 
determine the weight o f  evidence in support o f  the 
alternative hypotheses. This is because in decision analy
sis (Raiffa. 1968; Berger. 1985) the probabilities assigned 
to alternative hypotheses must reflect the degree o f  belief 
that each hypothesis is true. In this section the authors 
explain why such probabilities can only be obtained
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from Bayesian theory and not from conventional 
frequentist statistical theory.

The manner o f  viewing probability is the most funda
mental difference between the Bayesian and conven
tional statistical approaches (Arnold. 1990). Under 
conventional or "frequentist” statistics, probability is 
conceived from a frequentist viewpoint: for a random  
event (e.g. the number o f  heads, H, in 100 coin tosses), a 
probability distribution can be defined that is based on 
an expected frequency distribution o f  the event (e.g. H 
has a binomial distribution with parameters n, the 
number o f  coin tosses, and c, the chance o f  obtaining 
a head in a single coin toss) and samples come from 
a well-defined sample space (e.g. the sample space for 
H ranges from 0 to 100) (Berger. 1985: Walters and 
Ludwig, 1994). The random event is usually a set o f 
observations (i.e. data) that are obtained from a random  
sampling process where the values for the parameters 
that define the process are fixed and unknown (e.g. if 
it is uncertain whether it is a "fair” coin, then the 
unknown parameter would be c). Data can only be 
considered to be realizations o f  random variables. Fur
thermore, a probability can be assigned to the obtaining 
o f one particular set o f  data if one particular set o f  
values for the parameters that determine the distribution 
were true (e.g. obtaining H = 60 heads in 100 coin tosses 
if c=0.5); probability distributions cannot be assigned 
to. or calculated for, parameters or related quantities o f 
interest (e.g. a probability distribution cannot be calcu
lated for parameter c in the binomial model) (Arnold, 
1990).

In contrast, under the Bayesian viewpoint, probability 
is conceived o f more generally in terms o f  degrees o f  
belief or credibility o f  alternative hypotheses or states o f  
nature in light o f  the data and prior information (Berger, 
1985; Walters and Ludwig, 1994). Alternative hypoth
eses can be defined in terms o f  alternative discrete values 
for a model parameter, regions o f parameter space for 
a set o f continuous variables or parameters, or a set 
o f structurally different population dynamics models 
(Sainsbury, 1988). The values for parameters are still 
considered to be unknown. However, most fundamen
tally, a value for a parameter can be considered to be a 
random variable. A probability can thereby indicate the 
credibility (e.g. given available data) o f som e value for a 
parameter relative to other values in the sample space (if 
states o f  nature are discrete). Alternatively it can give the 
probability that the value for the parameter lies within 
some range if states o f  nature are continuous in one or 
more dimensions and the sample space o f  each is 
defined. Moreover, a probability distribution for a par
ameter or vector o f  parameters (0) can be defined based 
on the goodness o f  fit o f  a model to data and on prior 
information not contained in these data. This distri
bution is known as a Bayesian posterior probability 
distribution and it is defined using Bayes theorem

(Bayes. 1763) (see below). The uncertainty about a 
parameter thus is represented by regarding the par
ameter as a random variable with a particular distri
bution. The procedure for calculating a posterior 
distribution is referred to as Bayesian estimation.

Using Bayes theorem to calculate 
posterior probabilities
McAllister et al. (1994) defined a conceptual framework 
for Bayesian stock assessment that deals with the calcu
lation o f  a posterior distribution for a vector o f  par
ameters in only a single population dynamics model. 
However, Punt and Hilborn (1997) suggest that there 
always exists an infinite variety o f  structurally different 
models that could serve as competing hypotheses for the 
true population dynamics, and that it may often be 
appropriate to calculate posterior probabilities for at 
least a few o f  such alternatives. Below, the authors 
extend the framework o f M cAllister et a!. (1994) to 
situations with structurally different models. However, 
first a single population dynamics model is dealt with.

Calculating posterior probabilities for parameters 
in a single model
In order to construct a posterior probability density 
function (pdf) o f  model input parameters, a model is 
fitted to data (e.g. a population dynamics model is fitted 
to relative indices o f abundance). For example, if a 
logistic model is used, the model input parameters would 
include the intrinsic rate o f increase, r. and the carrying 
capacity, K, that together with the observed catch 
biomass series determine the model predicted biomass at 
the start o f the current year (i.e. year in which the policy 
decision is to be made). An additional parameter would 
be the constant o f  proportionality for relative abun
dance indices, q. A vector or set o f  model parameters (r, 
K, q) that are considered jointly will be referred to as 0. 
A state o f  nature is one potential realization o f  the set o f 
all possible values for 0, say 0, (e.g. r = 0 .1, K =  1000, and 
q = 0.001 ).

The posterior probability, P(0¡ data), can be inter
preted as a measure o f  the credibility for 0¡, the unique 
vector o f values i, given the data obtained and the 
probability o f  0¡ is said to be “conditioned on the data ■ 
In a situation in which parameter values are continuous 
(i.e. defined over some non-zero interval on the real 
number line) rather than discrete, the posterior prob
ability for a given state o f nature 0¡ conditioned on the 
data, PÍ0J data), is given by Bayes theorem (Bayes. 
1763):

P(0 I data ) -  P(0i’ data * -  p( '°j ) L( data lQi )d°  (*>
P(data) fp(0)L(data|0)dO
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where P(0j. data) is the joint probability for 0, and the 
obtaining o f  the data. P(data) is the probability o f  
obtaining the data. p(0) is the probability density that 
conveys the prior probability for 0. and L(data 0,) is the 
probability density that conveys the probability o f  
obtaining the data if the set o f  values in 0¡ were the 
actual values. L(data 0¡) is often referred to  as the 
likelihood function o f  the data evaluated at 0¡ and is 
easily calculated (see below ). p(0) conveys the prob
ability for a given state o f  nature prior to obtaining a set 
of data that can further our ability to discriminate 
among alternative 0¡ and is easily calculated.

Calculating marginal posterior probabilities for 
structurally different models

One of the advantages o f  the Bayesian approach to 
stock assessment is that it permits the consideration o f  
structurally different m odels as alternative hypotheses. 
The calculation o f  marginal posterior probabilities for 
alternative models is fundam ental to such consider
ations. The calculation o f  such probabilities requires a 
prior probability, p(m,). for each alternative m odel j. a 
prior probability. p (0 ,,). for the parameter vector i under 
model j. a likelihood function o f  the data. L(data 0 ,,). 
given vector i in model j. In Appendix I the authors use 
Bayes theorem to formulate the joint posterior prob
ability. P(mr 0¡o data). for model j and one set o f  values 
for its parameter vector. 0 , The authors also formulate 
the marginal posterior probability. P(m, data), for each 
model, j.

C om m ents o n  th e  use  o f  B a y esia n  p o s te iio i  
distributions

Bayesian posterior distributions tor model input par 
ameiers and alternative m odels arc uselul in a variety of 
ways. They fully sum marize all that is known about 
alternative hypotheses based on the goodness ol fit 
between models and data and prior information. For 
example, a marginal posterior probability distribution  
can be calculated for each input paratnetei to a popu 
lation dynamics m odel and also lor each quantity o  
interest derived from the model (e.g. tor maximum  
sustainable yield (M SY ) which, in the logistic model, is a 
function o f  the input parameters r and K]. Posterior 
distributions can be used to  make inferences about any 
quantity that is a known function of model input 
Parameters. For exam ple, a joint posterior distribution 
for population model parameters can be used to ealeu 
late the probability that stock biom ass in a given year is 
less than some threshold value. Posterior distributions 
can also be used to com pute Bayesian confidence intei 
vals for quantities o f  interest (see below). As nolec

policy evaluation (Berger. 1985). Various methods 
for numerical integration have recently been used in 
decision analyses to translate joint posterior distri
butions for model input parameters into marginal pos
teriors for the potential consequences o f  alternative 
policy options (McAllister et al.. 1994: Walters and 
Punt. 1994; McAllister and Pikitch. 1997. Appendix 2). 
Finally, in recent applications, marginal posterior prob
ability distributions for management quantities appear 
to have been effective for conveying uncertainties in 
scientific advice to fishery managers and industry’ 
members (Punt. 1993b: McAllister et al.. 1994).

Bayesian confidence intervals (CIs) are more easily 
interpreted than conventional CIs in that they have an 
intuitive interpretation that is often incorrectly assigned 
to conventional CIs. A conventional (e.g. 95%) C l can 
be correctly interpreted as follows: if the data are 
obtained randomly and a 95% C l were computed, and 
these steps were repeated independently a very large 
number o f  times, the true (but unknown) value would be 
expected to fall within the estimated CIs. 95%> o f the 
time. i.e. 95" o o f  the CIs will include the true value 
(Arnold. 1990). In contrast, a 95" n Bayesian C l 
suggests that conditionally on the data, there is a 95% 
probability that the true value lies within the specified 
interval.

above posterior probabilities for alternative hypotheses
lre a standard input to decision analytic procedures for

Using prior probabilities in Bayesian 
stock assessments
Conventional approaches to estimation (e.g. maximum 
likelihood) use only the data to estimate model par
ameters: they do not allow prior information to be used 
and instead assume that nothing is known about the 
parameter values prior to estimation. In contrast, there 
can be considerable information about certain par
ameters prior to evaluating the data to be used in 
estimation. Bayesian estimation is conceptually intuitive 
because this information can be incorporated in the 
prior probability distribution (prior) for alternative 
hypotheses and the prior is the starting point o f  esti
mation. If there is little information in the data, the 
posterior distribution reflects the prior. If data are 
informative, the posterior distribution becomes sharper 
about one o f the hypotheses and the prior loses its 
influence on the shape o f  the posterior (see example 
below).

In a stock assessment, prior probabilities are required 
for alternative models if more than one model is consid
ered and for input parameters within a model if they are 
uncertain. It is important to distinguish between input 
parameters and variables derived from input par
ameters. For example, as noted above, r and K are input 
parameters to the logistic' model: MSY is a variable (or 
parameter) derived from r and K. It is recommended
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that the assignment o f  prior probabilities to  derived 
variables (or derived parameters) should be avoided in 
order to avoid (1) the Borel paradox (i.e. use o f such 
priors under different parameterizations o f the same 
model can result in different marginal posteriors for the 
same model quantities) (Wolpert, 1995; Raftery et al., 
1995b). and (2) specifying priors with contradictory 
assumptions about model input parameters (Punt and 
Hilborn, 1997).

Further, below recent discussions are extended 
(M cAllister et al.. 1994; Walters and Ludwig, 1994; 
Adkison and Peterman, 1996; Punt and Hilborn, 1997) 
and some recommendations on the use o f  prior prob
abilities in fisheries stock assessment summarized. 
Before this, informative and non-informative prior dis
tributions are defined, the use o f  the likelihood function 
explained, som e alternative methods for numerical inte
gration summarized, a key step in Bayesian inference, 
and an example application with the logistic model 
provided.

Informative and non-informative priors

In a Bayesian stock assessment, experience with similar 
fish populations can be used to develop informative 
prior probability distributions for estimated parameters 
(McAllister et al.. 1994; Raftery et al.. 1995a; Punt and 
Hilborn, 1997). Such information can potentially be 
obtained for many o f  the parameters in models typically 
used in stock assessment. For example, in age-structured 
models, such experience can be used to construct 
informative priors for the slope o f  a stock-recruit func
tion. and the extent o f  recruitment variability about the 
stock recruit function (Punt, 1993b; McAllister et ul., 
1994; McAllister, 1995). Informative priors can also be 
constructed for the intrinsic rate o f increase, r, in the 
logistic model.

Walters and Ludwig (1994) and Punt and Hilborn 
(1997) caution against using data from other popu
lations to construct informative priors for parameters 
that represent abundance scaling and habitat size such as 
the carrying capacity parameter, K. However, infor
mative priors for such parameters could be constructed 
using habitat considerations in addition to data from 
similar populations (e.g. Geiger and Koenings. 1991; 
Hoenig et al.. 1994). For example, K could be re
parameterized as the product o f  the spatial area occupied 
by the species, and carrying capacity per unit area, 
K =  kA. A  prior for, e.g. K could then be constructed if 
the spatial area occupied, A, could be accurately esti
mated for the population o f interest and several other 
ecologically and taxonomically similar populations, and 
fishery data (e.g. catch biomass and abundance indices) 
were available to estimate k for each o f  the populations.

In som e instances, there may be very little information 
about some parameters in a model (e.g. the scaling

parameter q for commercial catch rate indices). In such 
cases it may be desirable to use non-informative priors. 
As the name suggests, non-informative priors are 
assigned to provide little information relative to the 
experiment (Box and Tiao, 1973); they convey ignorance 
(or objectivity) with respect to  the parameters o f interest 
and “let the data speak for them selves” . In many 
situations, some o f  the parameters will have informative 
priors while others will have non-informative priors. In 
such instances, non-informative priors are used in com
bination with informative priors so that when the data 
contain little information, the marginal posteriors for 
key parameters reflect their priors (Box and Tiao, 1973; 
Berger, 1985; M cAllister et al., 1994). Non-informative 
priors are also useful for testing the effect o f  informative 
priors vs. the data alone on marginal posterior 
distributions for model quantities.

The identification o f  the functional form for a non- 
informative prior, however, is not always straightfor
ward (Gelman et al., 1995). For example, an apparently 
plausible non-informative prior for the constant o f pro
portionality, q, for a relative abundance index would be 
uniform on q>0. Similarly, a plausible non-informative 
prior for carrying capacity, K. might be uniform on 
K >0. However, if  the relative abundance data are 
lognormally distributed, and there is little information in 
these data (e.g. they have a very large CV), then the 
marginal posterior distribution for K (when q is inte
grated from the joint posterior distribution for K and q) 
will favour smaller values for K (Walters and Ludwig,
1994). Therefore, a prior that is uniform on q > 0  is not 
non-informative with respect to K. If the prior for q is to 
be non-informative with respect to  K then the appropri
ate prior for q is uniform on log q or equivalently 
p(q)al/q  (i.e. under this latter prior and uninformative 
data, the marginal posterior for K reflects the prior for 
K -  see Figures 2a and 3a; for further details see Box 
and Tiao, 1973 and G elm an e t a l ,  1995). This latter 
prior for q has been adopted as a non-informative prior 
for q in recent Bayesian assessments (Punt, 1993b; 
McAllister et a l ,  1994; Stocker et al., 1994) and Punt 
and Hilborn (1997) recommend it as a default prior 
when there is no prior information about q. Generally, a 
non-informative prior for a “scale” parameter, s, such as 
the constant o f proportionality for abundance indices, 
and the standard deviation in the normal and lognormal 
density functions, is p(s)otl/s. For a location parameter, 
L, such as the mean in the normal and lognormal density 
functions, a non-informative prior is p(L )al (Gelman 
et al., 1995).

Likelihood functions for Bayesian stock 
assessment

In addition to the prior distribution, the likelihood 
function is the other major com ponent o f  Bayes theorem
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[Equation (1)]. The likelihood function is a probability 
density function (A rnold, 1990) that can be used to 
evaluate the goodness o f  fit between data predicted by 
one set o f values for m odel parameters and the observed 
data. The likelihood function gives the probability o f  
obtaining the observed data if  a given set o f  parameter 
values happened to  be true. T he likelihood function also  
specifies how data are distributed and needs to be chosen  
carefully for the type o f  data used. It is often m ost 
convenient to work with the log o f  the likelihood  
function, as this function can som etim es approach 
extremely small values. It is also most com m only  
assumed that observations are statistically independent 
of each other. Therefore, the likelihood function is 
usually the product o f  the individual likelihood  
functions for each datum.

In stock assessment, the types o f  data to which models 
are most com m only fitted are relative abundance indices 
and catch numbers-at-age data (from either surveys or 
commercial catches). A  density function that is most 
commonly used for relative abundance data is the log
normal density function (see example below). For catch- 
age data, the m ultinom ial density function has often 
been applied (M ethot, 1990; M cAllister and Ianelli, 
1997).

Methods for numerical integration and 
the calculation of marginal probability 
distributions
The calculation o f  marginal posterior distributions and 
expected values for managem ent quantities (e.g. M SY) 
requires the integration o f  the joint posterior distribu 
tion for population m odel parameters (e.g. r and K in 
the logistic model). There are a variety o f  methods that 
can be used. One im portant criterion for choosing a 
method is the number o f  parameters that are to be 
treated as uncertain. Bayesian approaches that admit 
uncertainty in relatively few parameters perform integra
tion in tw o main ways. T he first is analytically (e.g. 
Thompson, 1992). T o  enable analytical integration, the 
functional forms o f  the prior and likelihood functions 
need to be carefully chosen (e.g. “ conjugate" priors are 
often used; Arnold, 1990).

The second m ethod uses a grid of values for I: e 
estimated model parameters (Hilborn et a l ,  1 
Walters and Ludwig, 1994, see example below). For 
each parameter, a m inim um  and maximum value is 
defined and the range is divided up into equally space 
intervals. Each range is chosen so that the support from  
the data and prior falls within it. The posterior Pr0 
ability is calculated at each equally spaced point in t e 
grid o f  parameter values. For example, in the logistic 
model, we would start by looping over the values or . 
At each value for K and over all values ot r, we compute

the likelihood times the prior (or “posterior kernel” ) at 
each new pair o f  values for r and K. and then store the 
values for r, K, and the kernel in a file or array. The 
result is a discrete approximation o f  the joint posterior 
distribution for r and K, i.e. rather than a continuous 
distribution. A large random sample (e.g. 5000 draws) o f  
the vectors o f parameter values is then taken from this 
empirical distribution for r and K. with the probability 
o f drawing each vector proportional to its posterior 
probability (see Appendix 3 for a simple algorithm to 
take draws from some prespecified probability distribu
tion). The management quantities o f  interest are then 
calculated for each drawn set o f  values and the marginal 
distribution for each is obtained by normalizing its 
empirical frequency distribution (i.e. an axis covering 
the full range o f  values for the management quantity is 
divided up into equally spaced bins and the number o f  
randomly drawn values falling into each bin is divided 
by the total number o f  draws).

The number o f  calculations required by this method 
increases geometrically with the number o f  parameters. 
For example, if there are 50 grid points per parameter 
then the number o f  calculations required exceeds 6 
million when four or more parameters are included. 
Furthermore, some posteriors have very narrow ranges 
o f parameter combinations with empirical support. In 
these instances very fine step sizes are required and far 
more than 50 steps may be required to obtain a reason
ably precise sample o f  the parameter space with support. 
A modification to this method that reduces the number 
o f calculations required integrates over nuisance par
ameters (Walters and Ludwig, 1994; Walters and Punt,
1994).

When the number o f  parameters exceeds three or four, 
it is usually appropriate to use M onte Carlo approaches 
for numerical integration. These include Markov 
Chain M onte Carlo (M CM C) methods (e.g. the Gibbs 
Sampler) and importance sampling [e.g. the sampling/ 
importance resampling (SIR) algorithm] (Berger. 1985; 
Rubin. 1987. 1988; Gelfand and Smith. 1990; Smith. 
1991; Oh and Berger. 1992; West. 1993: Newton and 
Raftery, 1994; Raftery et a i .  1995a; Kinas. 1996). 
M onte Carlo Bayesian methods are being applied in 
fisheries in a growing number o f  instances (Bergh and 
Butterworth. 1987; Punt. 1993b; McAllister et al., 1994; 
Raftery et a i ,  1995a: McAllister and Ianelli. 1997). The 
authors briefly describe the SIR algorithm and compare 
it to some other Monte Carlo Bayesian methods in 
Appendix 2.

Providing policy advice from fitting a 
logistic model to c.p.u.e. data for 
Namibian hake
In order to illustrate the calculation o f Bayesian pos
terior probabilities, and their use in policy evaluation, a
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Table 1. T ota l catchi and  catch  per unit effort (c.p .u .e.) d a ta  for
N am ib ian  hake in IC S E A F  D ivisions 1.3 and  1.4 (IC SE A F .
19891. c. p.u.e. unit =: tons h 1 fished.

Y ear C atch  (tons) c.p.u.e.

1964 1815
1965 93 510 1.78
1966 212 444 1.31
1967 195 032 0.91
1968 382 712 0.96
1969 320 430 0.88
1970 402 467 0.90
1971 365 557 0.87
1972 606 084 0.72
1973 377 642 0.57
1974 318 836 0.45
1975 309 374 0.42
1976 389 020 0.42
1977 276 901 0.49
1978 254 251 0.43
1979 170 006 0.40
1980 97 181 0.45
1981 90 523 0.55
1982 176 532 0.53
1983 216 181 0.58
1984 228 672 0.64
1985 212 177 0.66
1986 231 179 0.65
1987 136 942 0.61
1988 212 000 0.63

logistic model was fitted to catch per unit effort (c.p.u.e.) 
data for Namibian hake (Merlucius capensis and M. 
paradoxus) (ICSEAF. 1989) (Table 1). The example 
consists o f two interrelated parts: (1) estimating quan
tities o f  interest to the management o f  Namibian hake; 
and (2) predicting the consequences o f alternative policy 
options.

In the first part, posterior distributions are computed 
for some important population model quantities for 
Namibian hake and the relative influence o f  the data and 
the priors on the posterior distributions indicated. The 
quantities include the stock biomass in the final year o f  
the data series (1988) (B |l)8x). the carrying capacity (K). 
the intrinsic rate o f  increase (r). the fraction o f  stock 
biomass remaining from the beginning o f  the times series 
(1964) (B m s/K ). and the maximum sustainable yield 
(M SY). The sensitivities o f  the marginal posterior prob
ability distributions for these quantities to different prior 
probability distributions for model input parameters 
and the length o f  the time series o f  data were evaluated. 
The joint posterior for r and K that was computed in 
this part was used as input to the decision analysis in the 
next part.

In the second part, the potential consequences o f  
alternative constant catch quota policy options over 
a 5-vear horizon are evaluated to demonstrate how  
Bayesian decision analysis results can help fishery man

agers to more effectively account for uncertainty. Policy 
performance was evaluated by com puting posterior 
probability distributions for the depletion in the final 
year (B ,w /K ) for each policy option. N ote that the 
specifications for the follow ing decision analysis are 
solely for the purpose o f  illustration and do not 
necessarily bear any relationship to any actual policy 
options, procedures, or quantities used in the 
management o f  Nam ibian hake. For example, there 
would be several other policy performance indicators to 
evaluate in an actual policy evaluation. Flowever, we 
stick to one to keep the illustration simple. Below, 
the example is presented in terms o f  the six basic 
steps in a Bayesian stock assessment that were outlined 
above.

Step 1 : Identifying each alternative management 
action that can be taken

The constant quota policy options that were evaluated 
included annual catch quotas set at 200, 250, 300, and 
350 kt.

Step 2: Specifying indices o f  policy performance

The time horizon used to evaluate the potential conse
quences o f the alternative policy options was 5 years 
(from 1989 to 1993). The index o f  policy performance 
that the authors chose to evaluate was the depletion in 
1993 [B |9t),/K , Equation (3)]. The most desirable policy 
option was identified to be the largest catch quota policy 
that maintained the population above 0.5 K. The main 
product o f the decision analysis was a marginal pos
terior probability distribution for B I993/K  for each 
policy. A decision table was constructed to display the 
decision analysis results.

Step 3; Specifying alternative hypotheses using 
the logistic model

The dynamic, discrete time form o f  the logistic model is 
given by:

By = By _ ,+ rB y , i l  -  By _ ,/ I C ) -C y _ , (3)

where By is the biomass in year y, r is the intrinsic rate o f 
increase, K is the carry capacity in biomass, and Cy _ i is 
the observed catch in year y -  1 (Hilborn and Walters, 
1992). It will be assumed that stock biomass in the initial 
year, B ,964, is equal to K. Maximum sustainable yield is 
given by:

rK
MSY = ̂  (4)
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Using this dynam ic m odel, the authors constructed 
hypotheses about a derived variable, M SY , because this 
variable provides an indication o f  the sustainability o f 
different TA C  decisions and the consequences o f  each 
alternative TAC policy could vary considerably depend
ing on the actual M SY . The four hypotheses on M SY  
were: (1) M SY <225 kt; (2) 225 k t< M S Y < 250  kt; (3) 
250 kt<M SY <275 kt; and (4) M SY >275 kt. See the 
decision analysis results section for a discussion o f  
partitioning parameter space for Bayesian decision 
analysis.

Step 4: Determining the relative weight o f  the 
evidence in support o f  the alternative hypotheses

The likelihood function used
The likelihood function can be constructed assuming 
that there is a regular relationship between abundance 
indices and actual abundance. Thus, it was assumed that 
observed abundance indices (catch per unit effort, l y) are 
directly proportional to stock biom ass, lognormally 
distributed, and independent:

is simply the product of the likelihood function over all 
years:

L(I|9k)
1 9 8 8

Iy~lognorm al(qÊ  , er2) (5)

where By, the model-predicted stock biom ass in year y, is 
given by Equation (3), q is the estimated catchability 
coefficient, and a  is the lognorm al standard deviation. It 
is cautioned that the first assumption above may be 
unreasonable because o f  potential temporal increases in 
catching power, am ong other things. However, it is used 
because it is simple and m akes the illustration easier. 
If such temporal changes in q were suspected, the 
Bayesian approach w ould allow us to consider this 
possibility as an alternative hypothesis and a posterior 
probability for it and its alternative (i.e. no temporal 
change in q) could be computed. Moreover, if 
c.p.u.e. data were only poorly related to population  
abundance, estim ation performance could deteriorate 
significantly and results could be very imprecise and 
biased. The Bayesian approach, like other estimation  
approaches, w ould have no solutions to these latter 
problems.

The likelihood function (or probability density func
tion) o f  the first year o f  data, L ( I )9M |8 U), is given by the 
lognormal density function:

L(T‘596510k) 

1

1 9 6 5 °

exp
2 a 2

n
1965 l ya N/ 2 7 t

1 i  [ lo g (Iv) - lo g (q B y) ] ;
exp 2cr

(7)

The parameter a  was treated as known and set at 0.2 
[approximately, the maximum likelihood estimate 
(MLE)]. o  was fixed at 0.2 because when the model was 
fitted to shorter data series (e.g. 5 years) a  was not 
estimable with any reliability. As the likelihood function 
can result in very small numbers, it is best to work with 
the log likelihood in the computer program. With som e 
rearrangement and the elimination o f  som e constants, 
the log likelihood is given by:

lo g [L (I |0 k)] = 2 a 2

1988

I
ï = 1 9 6 5

log
qB,

-  const (8)

f l o g t  II 9 6 5  ) — logtqB i 9 6 5  ) ] 2 I

where 0k is one potential set o f  values for the uncertain 
parameters r, K, and q, and a  is the lognormal stan ar 
deviation. If we assum e that all observations are m e 
pendent, the likelihood function o f  the entire set ot data

where const is set to som e constant value (see Appendix 

3 for details).

The prior probability distributions used 
For simplicity, it will be assumed that each o f  the 
parameters is independent in the joint prior pdf o f  0. 
Therefore, priors for each o f  the parameters can be 
constructed independently and the joint prior is given 

by:

p(0k) = p(rk)p(Kk)p(qk) (9)

where p(rk), p(K k), and p(qk), and the priors for the
parameter values rk, K k, and q k.

A  prior distribution for K that is fully non- 
informative with respect to K and By would be uniform 
on the interval K >0. This means that the marginal 
posteriors for K and Bv would be flat if  the data were 
fully uninformative. The baseline prior for K will be 
restricted to: K ~ U (0 .5 m t, 5 mt) (to be referred to as 
“uniform on K") where the lowest bound is approxi
mately equal to the largest observed catch in the time 
series. Here, the upper bound is arbitrary but specified 
so as to have very little influence on posterior means (i.e. 
the ratio o f  the posterior density at the bounds o f  the 
prior to that at the mode is very small, e.g. < 10  5). An 
alternative prior for K that would convey slightly more 
information about it is:

log(K ) ~  U[log(0.5 mt), log(5 mt)] (10)

[to be referred to as “uniform on log(K)"]. This implies:

P(K ‘)cC^
(11)
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where p( ) is the prior probability for one particular 
value for K. This prior assigns lower credibility to higher 
values for K. and helps to avoid implausibly large 
posterior expected values for K when there is little 
information in the data about K.

A prior for r that is non-informative with respect to  r, 
K, and Bv would be uniform on r>0. The baseline will 
be restricted to r ^-13(0.01, 1) (to  be referred to as 
"uniform on r’") where the lower and upper bounds are 
considered to be very small and large values for r for a 
hake, respectively. An informative prior for r could be 
obtained from catch-effort data for similar stocks. For 
example, an informative prior for r could be:

Lognormal(0.4, 0.52) ( 1 2 )

(to be referred to as "informative for r").
For the eatchability coefficient for the commercial 

catches, q, there was no information available that could  
be used to develop an informative prior. Therefore, a 
non-informative prior was used for q with respect to K 
and B,.

lo g (q ) -U (  -  x . +  x ) (13)

(Box and Tiao, 1973: McAllister e t aí., 1994). This was 
the baseline prior used for q and it implies:

p(qj*-
9k

(14)

Using a grid-based method to estim ate the joint posterior 
distribution of param eters and K

The simplest approach for estimating a posterior pdf for 
relatively few parameters is to use a grid-based method 
(Hilborn et al.. 1994; Walters and Ludwig, 1994). A 
range for each parameter is defined and divided into a 
number o f  discrete narrow intervals o f  equal width. 
Walters and Ludwig (1994) suggest a minimum o f  40 
intervals. We then step over each parameter value in the 
grid for each parameter and calculate the posterior 
"kernel" at each point in the grid o f  values for par
ameter r, K, and q:

P(r,.K.,,q, Daptr.lptKjlplqilLd (15)

where i signifies a unique combination o f values for r, K, 
and q. m is the number o f  combinations o f  r, K, and q 
that are used (e.g. 50 equally spaced values o f  each 
parameter might be on the grid giving m = 125 000).

However, as q is a nuisance parameter that is o f  no 
interest for assessing population status or biology, q will 
be integrated out o f  the posterior in all analyses. Walters 
and Ludwig (1994) showed that under certain conditions 
gridding over nuisance parameters such as q can be 
avoided by using a short-cut calculation at each grid

point for the key parameters o f  interest (r and K). Such 
conditions occur when the nuisance parameters are scale 
parameters like q and a  in a likelihood function such as 
the lognormal (as in the current example). For the 
lognormal likelihood function this short cut to estimat
ing the posterior distribution is implemented by calcu
lating the MLE o f  q at each point in the grid for r and K. 
The resulting maximized likelihood (with respect to q) at 
each grid point, Lmax(ql(I¡r,K,q), is directly proportional 
to the product o f  the non-informative prior for q and 
joint likelihood function integrated with respect to q 
(Walters and Ludwig, 1994):

x<q»(I|r,K ,q)x J p(q)L (I|r,K ,q)dq (16)
<1 =  0

where p(q)ocl/q and max(q), the maximum likelihood 
estimate o f  q, is given by:

m ax(q) =  exp
1 1988 /  I

s  £  '»8 r. y = 196 5 \  D y /  J
(17)

If there are 50 points on the grid for each parameter, this 
reduces the number o f grid points from 125 000 to 2500. 
It also reduces the imprecision and “bumpiness” in 
marginal distributions that results from coarseness in the 
grid over q because an exact value for the integral in 
Equation (16) is provided instead. In order to keep 
notation simple the term L(I|r,K) will be defined as:

L (I|r ,K )=  j p(q)L (I|r,K ,q)dq (18)
q = 0

Therefore, instead o f calculating the quantity in Equa
tion (15) at each grid point for r, K, and q, we compute 
at each grid point for r and K:

Píri-KilDapírJpíKiJLdiri.Ki) (19)

Finding the most suitable upper and lower bound, and 
step-size for the parameter grids is not always a trivial 
task (Adkison and Peterman, 1996). It is desirable to 
select an interval that has very low posterior probability 
(e.g. <10 6) outside o f  it and a step-size that accurately 
profiles the posterior probability gradients in the zones 
o f  support (parameter regions with non-negligible pos
terior probability density). However, it is also desirable 
to select a step-size that is as large as tolerable in order 
to keep the computing time down. A  useful starting 
point for setting the bounds is to pick the extremes o f  the 
range o f  values for the prior or points beyond which 
there is effectively zero prior probability. The most 
suitable ranges and step sizes can then be found by trial 
and error. If the support from the data are well within 
the range for the prior, then the range for each par
ameter in the grid search can usually be narrowed. An 
alternative is to use a non-linear search method to
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identify the posterior m odal values o f  each parameter 
and then to adjust the range and step size for each 
parameter about the m ode until the most appropriate 
grid is identified. In the present example, the grid used 
for K was 2 -5  mt with a step size o f  0.01 mt and that for 
r was 0.2-0 .7  with a step size o f  0.01. However, when 
fewer years were used in the data series, the lower bound 
for K on the grid was set at 0.7 mt.

In summary, the steps in estim ating the joint posterior 
distribution for r and K were as follows. At each grid 
point for r and K, the model [Equation (3)] was pro
jected from virgin conditions in 1964 (B I964:=K) to the 
final year (1988) using the observed catch series [Equa
tion (3)]. If the stock biom ass in any year dropped to 
zero or less the prior was set to 0. At the end o f this 
projection, the M LE for q [Equation (17)], the log 
likelihood [Equation (8)], and log o f  the joint prior 
[Equation (9)] were com puted. The values o f  r, K, the 
MLE o f q, B l9gg, and the log o f  p(r)p(K)L(I r,K) were 
stored in an output file. The file thereby contained a 
discrete (rather than continuous) approximation o f  the 
joint posterior for r and K. This output file was then 
used to calculate marginal distributions and expected 
values for r, K , M SY , B 1988, and B 1988/K  [Equation (20) 
below]. The file was also used as input to a decision 
analysis o f  alternative harvesting policy options, as 
described later.

Computing marginal posterior probability distributions 
for management quantities

The marginal posterior probabilities for each quantity o f  
interest are computed by integrating the joint prob
ability with respect to all o f  the other quantities. The 
marginal posterior probability that a quantity, such as 
stock biomass in the final year Y, is within some interval 
[e g. P(BY j< B Y< B Yj+1;I)] can be obtained by:

p (BY.j<BY< B Y.j+ 1 |I) =  i ^
¿ H i,jp ( r i ) p ( K i) L ( I | r i, K l)

£  p(rk)p( Kk)L< I |rk,K k )

- ( 20 )

where m is the number o f  com binations o f  r and K that 
are used, H¡j = l if:

BY,J< (B Y ijri,K l)< B Y j+ „ and H ,4 = 0, otherwise.

The posterior coefficient o f  variation (CV) for each 
management quantity, X , was com puted by dividing the 
posterior standard deviation by the posterior expec
tation or mean for the quantity o f  interest:

c v (X )= :
Z  PfOilDXi2 - I  P ( 0¡ | I )Xi

( 2 1 )

£  P(0il I )XS
i = I

Step 5: Evaluating the expected value o f  each 
performance measure for each alternative 
management policy

The expected depletion resulting from each policy was 
calculated under each hypothesized range o f  values for 
M SY using the following procedure:

(1) Randomly draw 5000 vectors of0"  (0" = r. K. B |988, 
M SY) with replacement from the discrete approxi
mation to the posterior distribution o f  0" obtained 
by the grid based method, with the probability o f  
drawing each vector, 0|". being proportional to 
p(r¡)p(Kj)L(ITj, Kj). See Appendix 3 for an algor
ithm for randomly drawing values from such a 
distribution.

(2) Using each drawn vector, 0¡", and applying one of 
the constant quota policy options in each year, 
project the biomass dynamic model [Equation (3)] 
from the year 1988- 1993.

(3) In each projection j, calculate the values for MSY¡ 
and B jJ99, /Kj,  determine the bin (i.e. hypothesized 
range o f  values) that MSY¡ falls into, and under 
each bin for MSY, add the value for B, to 
the sum for that bin. Also, for each range for MSY, 
sum the number o f  projections in which the 
simulated MSY falls within it.

(4) To obtain the unconditional expected value for 
B 19„ /K , divide the sum o f  values for B l991/K by 
5000. To obtain the expected value for B ,99,/K  
under each hypothesis for MSY, divide the summa
tion o f  values for B ,99,/K under each hypothesized 
range for M SY by the number o f  values falling in 
that range for MSY.

(5) To obtain the marginal probability for each 
hypothesis for MSY, divide the total number of  
values falling under each range for MSY by 5000.

Step 6: Presenting the results to decision makers 

Estimation results
The joint posterior for parameters r and K using the 
baseline priors indicates a strong negative correlation 
between parameters r and K (corr= -0 .9 6 ) .  Note that 
the ridge o f  the posterior surface for r and K descends 
from lower values o f  K and higher values o f  r to higher 
values o f K and lower values o f  r (Fig. 1). Despite the 
strong negative correlation between r and K, the data 
appear to be strongly informative because the marginal 
posterior distributions for r and K are highly peaked 
and insensitive to the priors used (Figs 2c and 3c). In the 
baseline case, the mean values o f r and K are 0.35 
(C V =0.18) and 3.0 mt (C V =0.14). respectively (Table 
2). Ninety-five percent Bayesian confidence intervals 
(based on the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles o f  the mar
ginal posteriors) for r and K lie between 0.24 and 0.48 
and 2.3 mt and 3.8 mt, respectively.
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Figure 1. Jo in t poste rio r probab ility  d istribu tion  fo r p aram eter 
r (intrinsic rate o f  increase) and K (carrying capacity) using 
baseline prior: r~ U (0 .0 1 , 1). K ~ U ( 0 .5 m t ,  5 m t),
log(q) -  U( -  x  .+  x  ).

As expected, the marginal posteriors for r and K 
showed increasing sensitivity to the priors used as the 
length o f  the c.p.u.e. time series was decreased (Figs 2 
and 3). For example, when only the first 5 years o f  
c.p.u.e. data were used, the marginal posteriors for r 
were relatively flat for all cases except those with the 
informative prior for r (Fig. 2a). The estimated posterior 
CVs for r were 0.59 in the baseline case and 0.40 in the 
case with the informative prior for r and uniform prior 
for K (Table 2). The prior CV for r in the non- 
informative prior was 0.58, while the prior CV for r in 
the informative prior for r was 0.50. Therefore, there is 
almost no information about r in the first 5 years o f data.

With the first 15 years o f  data, the marginal posteriors 
for r were still quite flat and they differed noticeably 
depending on the prior used for r (Fig. 2b). For example, 
the posterior mean o f  r was 0.56 (C V =0.41) with the 
uniform priors on r and log K. and 0.46 (C V =0.37) with 
the informative prior for r and uniform prior on K. With 
the full 24-year time series, the marginal posteriors for r 
were highly peaked and very similar under each o f  the 
priors (Fig. 2c. Table 2). For example, the posterior 
means for r were from 0.35 to 0.37 with CVs from 0.16 
to 0.18. N ot surprisingly, when there were few data, the 
marginal posterior for r was more sensitive to  the prior 
used for r than for K (Fig. 2a).

W hen data were few (e.g. with only the first 5 years o f 
c.p.u.e. data), the marginal posteriors for K was, in 
contrast, more sensitive to the prior used for K than for 
r (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the marginal posteriors for K  
were all relatively flat and had long right-hand tails (Fig.

3a). The marginal posteriors for K with the uniform 
prior on log K, however, favoured smaller values for K 
than the marginal posteriors for K with the uniform 
prior on K. For example, the posterior means for K 
were 2.39 mt (C V =0.45) under the baseline prior, and 
1.96 mt (C V =0.47) under the uniform prior on r and log 
K (Table 2). With the first 15 years o f  c.p.u.e. data, the 
left-hand tails and m odes o f  the marginal distributions 
shift right to higher values and the posterior means for 
K were 2.63 mt (C V =0.34) and 2.37 mt (CV = 0.33). 
respectively (Fig. 3b, Table 2). The minimum possible 
value for K increased with increases in the length o f the 
catch series because only larger values o f  K could result 
in non-zero values for stock biom ass as the catch series 
increased. With the full time series, the marginal pos
teriors for K are very peaked and relatively insensitive to 
the prior used (Fig. 3c, Table 2). For example, the 
posterior means for K ranged from 2.92 to 3.00 mt with 
CVs from 0.12 to 0.14.

The marginal posteriors for stock biom ass and stock 
depletion in the final year, and M SY also lost their
sensitivity to the prior used as the c.p.u.e. time series
increased (Figs 4 -6 , Table 2). With the first 15 years of 
data, the marginal posteriors for final stock size, deple
tion, and, for M SY, appear to be affected less by the
choice o f  a prior for r and K than the marginal
posteriors for r and K (Figs 2b, 3b, and 5, Table 2). The 
distributions for M SY and depletion are narrower than 
those for r and K, mainly because given values for them 
can be obtained from m any different combinations of 
values for r and K (e.g. the same M SY can apply to a 
small productive stock or a large unproductive one).

The marginal posteriors for stock biomass, stock 
depletion, and M SY also show differing sensitivities to 
the priors used for r and K. The marginal posterior for 
the final stock biomass was more sensitive to the prior 
for K than the prior for r (Fig. 4a, Table 2). This is 
indicated because the marginal posterior with the prior 
that is uniform on K and informative for r is very similar 
to the posterior with the uniform prior on K and r. In 
contrast, the marginal posteriors that have a uniform 
prior on log(K) are very similar even though they have 
different priors for r. For the same reason, the marginal 
posterior for depletion appears to be more sensitive to 
the prior on K than the prior on r (Fig. 4b, Table 2).

In contrast, the marginal posterior for M SY was more 
sensitive to the prior used for r than for K (Fig. 4c, Table 
2). With only the first 5 years o f  c.p.u.e. data, the 
marginal posteriors for M SY  with the informative prior 
for r were more peaked than those with the flat prior for 
r. The posterior CV for M SY was 0.60 with the infor
mative prior for r and flat prior for K, while it was 0.76 
when the priors for r and K were flat. Therefore, when 
the data are few, it appears that an informative prior for 
r can potentially be useful for increasing precision in the 
estimate o f MSY. However, the use o f  an informative
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Figure 2. M arg inal p o ste rio r  d ensity  fun c tio n s fo r r using (a) the first 5 years o f  catch  per unit effort (c.p .u .e.) da ta , (b) th e  first 15 
years o f  da ta , an d  (c) all 24 years o f  d a ta  an d  the follow ing priors: (i) baseline, (ii) r baseline, log(K ) -  U[log(0.5 m t), log(5 mt)J. 
ui) r^ lo g n o rm a l(0 .4 , 0 .52), K baseline, (iv) lo g (K )^  U [log(0.5 m t). log(5 mt)]. r~ lo g n o rm a l(0 .4 , 0 .52) (referred to  in subsequen t 
gures as the fo u r d ifferen t priors).

prior for r does not appear to increase the precision in 
the estimates o f  depletion (F ig. 4a and 4b. Table 2).

Decision analysis results: evaluating policy performance 
under uncertainty
The decision analysis results are summarized in a e 
cision table (Table 3). The prior that was used was 
uniform over r and K. The top  row shows the alternative 
hypotheses in terms o f  alternative ranges o f  values for 
MSY. The second row show s the probability for eac 
hypothesis. Thus, the probability that M SY  is. (1) 
than 225 kt is 0.02, (2) between 225 and 250 kt is 0.24.

and so on. The next row shows the expected value for 
the ratio o f  stock biomass in 1988 to K (B ]98H/K ) under 
each hypothesis. The figure in the last column o f  this 
row is the expected value for B 1988/K integrated over all 
hypotheses. The next rows show the expected stock 
depletion in 1993 under each quota policy and for each 
hypothesis about MSY. The figure in the last column in 
each o f  these rows is the expected depletion for each 
policy integrated across all hypotheses. Before discuss
ing the results o f  this decision table we briefly discuss the 
construction o f  decision tables to provide advice for 
fishery managers.
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Figure 3. M arginal poste rio r density  functions for K using (a) the  first 5 years o f  catch  per un it effort (c .p .u .e .) d a ta , (b) the first 
15 years o f  da ta , and (c) all 24 years o f  d a ta  and  the four different priors.

In a decision table, uncertainty can be conveyed by 
partitioning the parameter space for a key parameter 
(e.g. on M SY) into discrete ranges to form alternative 
hypotheses and the expected consequences under each 
hypothesis, integrated over all other model parameters, 
are shown for each policy option. A  decision table could 
also be partitioned over alternative structurally different 
models with the marginal probability for the model and 
expected consequences for each policy indicated under 
each o f the alternative models.

The partitioning o f  parameter space is not an essential 
part o f  Bayesian analysis. However, it is useful for 
conveying uncertainty in the consequences o f alternative 
management actions. The parameter chosen for par

titioning should be a key model quantity o f  interest such 
as K in a newly exploited stock or M SY in a moderately 
to heavily exploited stock. There are no set rules for 
defining where to place the partitions. However, to keep 
things simple there should be no more than about five 
alternative hypotheses, and each hypothesis should cor
respond to an equally sized segment o f  parameter space, 
except for the hypotheses on the extremes o f  the range of  
values. It is also desirable to  partition the parameter 
space so that the predicted consequences for a given 
policy option are noticeably different under each 
adjacent hypothesis, i.e. it is desirable that meaning
fully different outcom es are predicted to occur under 
each alternative hypothesis. Providing these various
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T able  2. P o ste rio r  m eans an d  coefficient o f  variations (CVs) (in parentheses) for various m anagem ent 
quan titie s . T he years refe r to  the length o f  the catch per unit effort (c.p .u .e.) tim e series used. Baseline 
refers to  the  use o f  a p rio r  th a t is un ifo rm  on r and  K. U (logK ) refers to  the use o f  a p rio r th a t is 
un ifo rm  on r an d  the  log o f  K . inf. p(r) refers to  the use o f  a p rio r th a t in inform ative for r bu t uniform  
on  K . Btin refers to  stock b iom ass in 1969 fo r the  5-year c.p .u .e. tim e series. 1979 fo r the 15-year c.p.u.e. 
tim e series, an d  1988 fo r the  full 24-year c.p .u .e. tim e series. Biom ass values [i.e. K , M SY  (m axim um  
su sta inab le  yield), an d  B l98g] are  in m t.

Expected value

K r M SY Bfin B«n/K

5 yr, baseline 
5 yr, U (logK )
5 yr, inf. p(r).
5 yr, inf. p (r), U (logK )

2.39 (0.45)
1.96 (0.47) 
2.37 (0.45)
1.96 (0.46)

0.49 (0.59) 
0.53 (0.54) 
0.49 (0.40) 
0.52 (0.39)

0.271 (0.76) 
0.238 (0.69) 
0.283 (0.60) 
0.241 (0.57)

1.78 (0.60)
1.36 (0.66) 
1.77 (0.60)
1.36 (0.66)

0.69 (0.19) 
0.64 (0.20) 
0.70 (0.19) 
0.64 (0.20)

15 yr, baseline 
15 yr, U (logK )
15 yr, inf. p(r).
15 yr, inf. p (r), U (logK )

2.63 (0.34) 
2.37 (0.33) 
2.61 (0.25) 
2.45 (0.25)

0.49 (0.47) 
0.56 (0.41) 
0.46 (0.37) 
0.51 (0.36)

0.273 (0.20) 
0.289 (0.17) 
0.276 (0.14) 
0.285 (0.13)

0.90 (0.37) 
0.81 (0.36) 
0.89 (0.31) 
0.84 (0.30)

0.34 (0.16) 
0.34 (0.17) 
0.34 (0.16) 
0.34 (0.16)

24 yr, baseline 
24 yr, U (logK )
24 yr, in f  p(r).
24 yr, inf. p(r), U (logK )

3.00 (0.14) 
2.95 (0.13) 
2.97 (0.13) 
2.92 (0.12)

0.35 (0.18) 
0.36 (0.18) 
0.36 (0.17) 
0.37 (0.16)

0.259 (0.06) 
0.261 (0.06) 
0.260 (0.05) 
0.262 (0.05)

1.78 (0.14)
1.76 (0.13)
1.77 (0.13) 
1.75 (0.13)

0.60 (0.10) 
0.60 (0.10) 
0.60 (0.10) 
0.60 (0.10)

conditions are met, it is not necessary that the alterna
tive hypotheses be statistically distinguishable from each 
other in the real world. For example, the most likely 
MSY o f 250-275 kt for Nam ibian hake is not statisti
cally distinguishable from the other hypotheses for MSY  
(Table 3, Fig. 6c). Yet, the consequences under each 
hypothesis for M SY  show clear differences (Table 3). 
This would demonstrate to fishery managers that the 
consideration o f  uncertainty is important since the 
consequences o f  the alternative policy options depend 
strongly on the state o f  nature assumed. The hypotheses 
reported in the table should have reasonable probabili
ties o f occurrence, with the m ost biologically pessimistic 
hypothesis having a low but non-negligible probability 
(e-g- 0.30>probability>0.01 if  there are 3-5  alternative 
hypotheses). Punt and Hilborn (1997) suggest that a 
decision table be produced for each key policy perform
ance index o f  interest. This sounds reasonable, but in 
practice, more than a few decision tables is likely to 
clutter the presentation o f  results to fishery managers.

The results in the decision table (Table 3) for 
Namibian hake are now discussed to demonstrate how  
the decision table can help decision makers to account 
for uncertainty in decision making and take precaution
ary action to reduce the chance o f  occurrence o f  un
desirable outcom es to an acceptably low level (FAO,
1995). The first point to  note is that the decision over a 
constant quota policy for the next 5 years could be quite 
different if decision makers considered the unpartitioned 
results only (the unconditional expected values for 
policy performance) (last column in Table 3) instead of

the partitioned results (the expected values under each 
o f the alternative hypotheses). Without partitioning, 
decision makers might find the 300 kt policy acceptable 
if  they desired the largest catch quote policy that 
maintained stock depletion above the level expected 
under long-term harvesting o f MSY (i.e. 0.5). After 5 
years o f  TACs o f  300 kt, the unconditional expected 
value for depletion drops from 0.60 in 1988 to 0.52 in 
1993.

N ow  consider the two most pessimistic hypotheses. 
Under the most pessimistic hypothesis. M SY <225 kt. 
the expected depletion for the 300 kt policy drops from 
0.50 to 0.39. However, decision makers might give this 
hypothesis little weight seeing its marginal posterior 
probability is so low (0.02). Under the next most pessi
mistic hypothesis, that the MSY is between 225 and 
250 kt, the marginal posterior probability is 0.24, sug
gesting that decision makers should take this hypothesis 
more seriously. This hypothesis suggests that to keep 
depletion greater than 0.5 over 5 years the 250 kt quota 
would be more appropriate. Under the most pessimistic 
hypothesis that is plausible, a depletion o f  0.45 is not 
unreasonable, and this policy would appear to be the 
most acceptable. Therefore, on all grounds. 250 kt 
would be most reasonable.

The marginal posterior distributions for the policy 
indicator, stock depletion, indicate the uncertainty in the 
outcom e o f  each policy (Fig. 7). They can also show the 
expected probability o f  some undesirable event. For 
example, if it is undesirable to reduce stock size below  
50% o f  K. the expected probability that this will occur
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Figure 4. M arginal poste rio r density  functions for (a) stock b iom ass in 1969, (b) depletion  (B 1969/K ), and  (c) m axim um  sustainable 
yield using four different priors and the first 5 years in the catch per un it effort (c.p .u .e.) tim e series.

can be shown graphically for each policy and computed  
using the marginal distribution for B |99,/K . For 
example, for the 200. 250, 300. and 350 kt constant 
quota policy options, the probabilities o f  depleting the 
stock below 50% o f K in 1993 are approximately 0.01, 
0.09, 0.38, and 0.82, respectively. N ote that the 250 kt 
policy is also best if you want this probability to be less 
than 0.10. The marginal posteriors for depletion in 1993 
are still highly peaked under each policy as were the 
marginals for this quantity in 1988 (Figs 6b and 7). This 
is mainly because the data were highly informative and 
the population dynamics were assumed to be determin
istic. As the data were highly informative, the decision

analysis results were practically identical when the 
different priors were used.

In summary, the example illustrates how fishery man
agers could account more effectively for uncertainty and 
take more cautious decisions with the use o f  a decision 
table. However, decision tables have only recently been 
introduced to fisheries stock assessment (Hilborn and 
Walters, 1992) and there is no clear indication yet that 
the quality o f decisions made has improved with the 
presentation o f  results in decision tables. As decision 
tables are new, it is important for the stock assessment 
scientists presenting them to ensure that the decision 
makers learn how  to properly interpret decision tables.
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Figure 5. M arg inal p o s te rio r  density  func tio n s fo r (a) stock  size in 1979. (b) depletion (B ,,)79/K ), an d  (c) m axim um  sustainable  yield 
Slng four different p rio rs  an d  th e  first 15 years in the ca tch  per unit effort (c.p .u .e.) tim e series.

Furthermore, w e remind readers that the grid-base 
method in the exam ple is useful only for the simplest o 
stock assessment problems, i.e. where they are only at 
most three or four uncertain parameters. For example, 
with the grid-based m ethod, integration would have 
been considerably m ore cumbersome i f  an informative 
Prior had been available for q. W e w ould no longer have 
been able to use the com putational shortcut that e inu 
nated gridding over q and w e w ould have had to gri 
over three parameters rather than only two. T o dea 
with more typical fisheries stock assessment prob ems 
in which there are multiple uncertain parameters, it 
is recommended that readers becom e familiar wit 
Bayesian M onte Carlo m ethods (Appendix 2). Below

some recent developments o f  Bayesian M onte Carlo 
methods for fisheries stock assessment are summarized.

Applications o f Bayesian Monte Carlo 
methods to fisheries stock assessment
It is only with the introduction o f  Bayesian M onte Carlo 
methods that Bayesian methods have become more 
widely applied in fisheries stock assessment. M ost appli
cations (Francis et a!., 1992; Punt, 1993b; McAllister 
et al., 1994; Stocker et a l ,  1994; Raftery e t u l,  1995a; 
Kinas, 1996; McAllister and Ianelli, 1997) have used 
importance sampling approaches (Berger, 1985; Rubin.
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(a)

Stock biomass in 1988 (mt)
(b)

rX¡

0.5

Depletion (B198g/K)

0.2 0.4
Maximum sustainable yield (mt)

0.6

—  Uniform on K and r-baseline
—  Uniform on log(K)
  r~logN(0.4,0.25)

Uniform on log(K) and r~logN(0.4, 0.25)

Figure 6. M arginal p o ste rio r density  functions for (a) stock b iom ass in 1988. (b) depletion  (B lwifi/K ), and (c) m axim um  sustainable 
yield using four different p rio rs  and  the  full 24-year catch  per u n it effort (c.p .u .e.) tim e series.

1987, 1988; Appendix 2). This is mainly because 
importance sampling has been relatively simple and 
straightforward to implement. However, the Hastings- 
M etropolis algorithm (M etropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 
1970), a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (M CM C) Method  
(Appendix 2). has also recently been applied.

Fitting population dynamics models to 
abundance indices

In fisheries stock assessment, Bayesian methods were 
first applied to fit population dynamics models to 
abundance indices. In a study that was not explicitly 
Bayesian, Francis et al. (1992) fitted an age-structured

model to relative abundance indices and mean length 
data from a trawl survey for orange roughy 
(Hoplostethus atlanticus) on the Chatham Rise in New  
Zealand. They applied a method analogous to '‘simple 
importance sampling in order to estimate probability 
distributions o f  stock biomass and evaluate the risks of 
alternative harvesting policy options. Simple importance 
sampling is a method for numerical integration that is 
used to estimate, from a joint posterior distribution of 
the parameter vector 0, marginal posterior distributions 
and mean values for quantities o f  interest. A series of 
independent and identically distributed (iid) random 
draws o f  the parameter vector 0 is obtained from a 
probability density function o f  0  called an “importance
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T ab le  3. D ecision tab le  show ing the  expected stock depletion  (B 199,/K ) th a t could  result a fter 5 years 
o f  im plem enting  som e a lternative  con stan t q u o ta  policy o p tions for N am ib ian  hake. Expected values 
fo r dep le tion  a re  show n by sta te  o f  n a tu re  [ranges o f  values fo r m axim um  sustainable  yield (M SY)]. 
T he m arg in a l p o ste rio r  p robab ility  for each hypothesis is show n im m ediately below  each hypothesis. 
B wss/K  is the stock dep le tion  in the  year (1988) in which the decision is to  be m ade. The expected 
values fo r dep le tion  across all hypotheses are show n in the  last colum n.

M SY (kt)

<225 225 250 250-275 >275

P robab ility
B I9SS/K

0.02
0.50

0.24
0.54

0.59
0.60

0.15
0.68

Expected
0.60

200 k t  q u o ta 0.52 0.60 0.68 0.74 0.66
250 k t q u o ta 0.45 0.53 0.60 0.67 0.59
300 kt q u o ta 0.39 0.45 0.53 0.59 0.52
350 kt q u o ta 0.32 0.38 0.44 0.51 0.44

  2 0 0  k t

250 kt

■ 300 kt

350 kt

X
£

1.50.5

Figure 7. M arg inal p o ste rio r  density  functions fo r B , , /K resulting trom  the 200. 250. 300. and 350 kt constan t q u o ta  policy 
«Plions for years from  1989 to  1993.

function” , h(0) (the prior distribution o f  0 was used as 
h(8) in all applications mentioned in this section; see 
Appendix 2). For each 0 drawn, an "importance ratio 
[Equation (A2.1), Appendix 2] is calculated and used to 
provide a discrete approxim ation o f  the joint posterior
distribution o f 0.

F ra n c is  c t  a!. (1 9 9 2 ) t r e a te d  a s  u n c e r ta in  o n ly  tw o  o f  
se v e ra l ty p e s  o f  p o p u la t io n  m o d e l p a r a m e te r s  u se d  (v ir 
g in  s to c k  size  a n d  r e c ru itm e n t  a n o m a lie s ) .  T h e  im p o r 
ta n c e  s a m p lin g  a p p r o a c h  in t ro d u c e d  b y  F ra n c is  e t  al. 
(1 9 9 2 ) is e a s ily  g e n e ra liz e d , a n d  it  c a n  d e a l w ith  u n c e r 
t a in ty  in  m u lt ip le  p a r a m e te r s .  P u n t  (1 9 9 3 b )  e x te n d e d  th e
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work o f  Francis et al. ( 1992) by increasing the number o f  
parameters treated as uncertain (e.g. by including 
informative priors for the rate o f  natural mortality and 
the extent o f  recruitment variability), and evaluating the 
possibility that there were multiple stocks o f  orange 
roughy with varying rates o f intermixing. However, 
because o f  the large number o f  draws o f  parameter 
values required by simple importance sampling (up to 
millions), it is not practical for most fisheries decision 
analyses.

Raftery et al. (1995a) used an extension o f simple 
importance sampling, the sampling/importance re
sampling (SIR) algorithm, to estimate probability distri
butions for quantities in a deterministic population  
dynamics model for bowhead whale. The addition o f  the 
resampling step in SIR, which is done after the initial 
step o f  importance sampling and involves far fewer 
draws, was particularly helpful because it provided a far 
more efficient method for numerical integration than 
simple importance sampling (Appendix 2). This made 
decision analyses o f  alternative management policy 
options computationally more tractable. McAllister 
et al. ( 1994) generalized these approaches (Francis et al., 
1992; Punt, 1993b; Raftery el u l ,  1995a) to provide the 
flexibility to  incorporate uncertainty in recruitment devi
ates about an estimated stock-recruit function, and 
informative priors for several model parameters, and to 
enable a Bayesian decision analysis o f  alternative har
vesting policy options. They estimated a posterior pdf o f  
parameters in an age-structured population dynamics 
model for New Zealand hoki (Macruronus novaezelan
diae) by fitting the model to relative indices o f  abun
dance and using age-structured data to construct 
priors on cohort size. They illustrated the use o f the 
posterior distribution for population model parameters 
in a decision analysis o f  alternative harvesting policy 
options.

Fitting population dynamics models to catch-age 
data and abundance indices

Many stock assessments use catch-age data and VPA- 
type procedures. It is therefore appropriate to point out 
some Bayesian methods that can be applied to catch-age 
data. McAllister and Ianelli (1997) extended the work o f  
McAllister et al. (1994) by applying SIR to both catch- 
age data and relative abundance data to estimate a 
posterior pdf o f population dynamics model parameters. 
A s there is often considerable information about popu
lation dynamics in catch-age data from the commercial 
catch and research surveys, this extension can lead to 
markedly increased precision in estimates o f  population 
model parameters.

The general steps in the stock assessment procedure 
are the same as those outlined above. However, catch- 
age data as well as relative abundance indices were

added to the likelihood function [Equation (1)], the 
number o f parameters treated as uncertain was 
increased, and an importance function considerably 
more elaborate than the prior distribution was applied 
(Appendix 2). M cAllister and Ianelli (1997) illustrated 
the approach using data for yellowfin sole (Limanda 
aspera) in the eastern Bering Sea. M cAllister and Pikitch 
(1997) used the estimated posterior pdf o f  population 
model parameters in a decision analysis o f  the potential 
statistical, biological, and econom ic consequences of 
alternative designs for the trawl survey there.

The Hastings-M etropolis M CM C algorithm 
(M etropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970), which involves 
a random walk over the posterior probability surface 
(Appendix 2), has also been applied to catch-age data 
(A. E. Punt, pers. commn, CSIRO, Hobart, Australia; 
Punt and Hilborn, 1997). Posterior distributions esti
mated from catch-age data and relative abundance 
indices using this M CM C method and the SIR algor
ithm appear to be very similar (M cAllister and Ianelli, 
1997). Each method has its own advantages and disad
vantages (Appendix 2 and below). It is perhaps most 
prudent to apply both when given the opportunity to see 
whether the results from the two methods correspond.

Some general recommendations about 
the use o f priors in stock assessment

The use o f  prior probability distributions in estimation is 
unique to the Bayesian approach and the development 
o f methods for their construction is currently a key area 
o f research in Bayesian stock assessment. Before con
cluding, the authors will therefore summarize various 
recommendations for the construction and use o f  priors 
in stock assessment.

To start with, models should be parameterized to 
facilitate the use o f  data from other populations 
(McAllister et al., 1994; Punt and Hilborn, 1997; 
McAllister and Ianelli, 1997). For example, the 
Beverton-Holt stock-recruit function is typically formu
lated in terms o f  two parameters, a and ß as R = S/ 
(a+ ß S ), where R is the number o f  recruits and S is an 
index o f  reproductive potential. These two parameters 
are functionally dependent and prevent comparisons 
between populations. The Beverton-Holt m odel can be 
reformulated in terms o f  two different parameters, the 
steepness (the expected ratio o f  recruitment to “virgin 
recruitment when spawning biomass is at 20% o f the 
long-term unexploited or “virgin” level, B0) and B0 
which are functionally independent (Francis 1992). Th>s 
enables the construction o f  a prior for steepness using 
stock-recruit data from similar populations (McAllister 
et a i ,  1994). In contrast, the Ricker stock-recruit func
tion (i.e. R = S exp[a'(l — S/ß')]) does not need to be 
reformulated. Providing that the units o f  R and S are
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standardized am ong populations (e.g. in terms o f  the age 
of recruits and the units o f  reproductive potential), the 
slope parameter a' is directly comparable among popu
lations and a prior for a' can be estimated from data for 
several populations (M yers et al., 1996; M cAllister and 
Ianelli, 1997).

In some models, som e parameters may be known very 
precisely (e.g. mass-, and fecundity-at-age in age- 
structured m odels) because o f  extensive sampling. Such 
parameters can be fixed at their best estimates in order 
to reduce the number o f  estimated parameters and to 
make the estim ation more tractable (M cAllister et al., 
1994; Punt and Hilborn, 1997).

Whenever possible, historical experience from  other 
stocks should be used to construct informative priors in 
order to improve estim ates o f  model quantities and to 
avoid debate over the definition o f  non-informative 
priors (M cAllister e t al., 1994; Raftery et a l ,  1995a; 
Punt and Hilborn, 1997). H owever, in most cases, it 
appears that a mixture o f  informative and non- 
informative priors will be appropriate because o f  a 
lack o f prior inform ation for som e parameters and 
considerable am ounts for others.

The functional form o f  a prior distribution needs to be 
carefully chosen. A  poor choice can cause strong biases 
in posterior distributions. For example, many par
ameters (e.g. all o f  the parameters in the logistic model) 
are defined only on the positive real number line. In such 
cases, the lognorm al or gamm a distributions that 
include only the positive real number line, could be 
appropriate as candidate prior distributions for such 
parameters.

Sometimes it is not clear which prior is most appro
priate. For example, different experts might support a 
different prior distribution for a given parameter. In 
these cases, the sensitivity o f  the results to the choice o f  
prior and the im plications for management should be 
evaluated and reported to decision makers (McAllister 
et a l,  1994). In all cases, the procedure used to construct 
or choose a prior distribution should be documented 
explicitly in detail and peer reviewed.

Priors for a ltern a tive  m o d e ls

Very little attention has been given to assigning priors to 
structurally different models. This is mainly because 
there exist few instances in which alternative models 
have been formally considered in Bayesian stock assess
ments. Due to com putational limitations, it will always 
he necessary to limit the number o f  structurally different 
models, and perhaps it will be necessary to ignore all but 
°ne, even though there are other plausible alternatives. 
Reasons for model selection should always be carefully 
documented (Butterworth et al., 1996; Punt and 
Hilborn, 1997). The reasons will likely depend on the 
types o f  policy options considered and the level o f

disaggregation in the fishery data available (e.g. this can 
help to determine whether an age-structured or a bio
mass dynamic model should be used, or whether a 
spatially disaggregated model is needed). M odel selec
tion may also depend upon the processes o f  interest. For 
example, a model with migration among subpopulations 
might be considered to be important in some instances 
(Punt, 1993b). Other models might include trends in 
environmental conditions, habitat dependent processes, 
or interspecific and intraspecific competition (Sainsbury, 
1988). N ote that the level o f  aggregation in the models 
specified need not always correspond to the level o f  
detail in the data and information available. This is 
because it may sometimes be informative to evaluate the 
potential consequences o f  alternative policy options 
under structurally different models, even when data are 
not available to distinguish among them (Punt, 1993b).

Butterworth et al. (1996) suggest guidelines for rank
ing the plausibility o f structurally different models for 
stock dynamics. The guidelines rank hypotheses based 
on the availability o f data for the population o f interest, 
for similar species in the same and different regions, for 
any species, and finally solely on theoretical grounds. 
Butterworth et al. (1996) suggest that the qualitative 
weightings that could be assigned using their guidelines 
could provide a starting point for assigning prior prob
abilities to the alternative hypotheses. For example, in 
absence o f  any data with the same or other populations 
and without strong theoretical arguments, it appears to 
be sensible to give plausible alternative models equal 
prior probabilities (e.g. Sainsbury. 1988). In contrast, 
the results o f  experiments such as those described by 
Sainsbury (1988) could be used to assign informative 
prior probabilities to analogous sets o f  hypotheses about 
the population dynamics o f  similar shelf-dwelling 
demersal assemblages in other tropical regions.

Priors for model parameters 

Using data from  similar stocks
It may often be reasonable to assume that the value o f  a 
parameter for one fish population is similar to that for 
other populations o f  the same species in different regions 
or similar species in the same and different regions. If 
data for other populations are used to construct a prior 
distribution, it may be useful to weight the data for each 
population according to its closeness (e.g. ecological, 
geographic, and taxonomic) to the one o f  interest. It 
would also be useful to incorporate in the prior distri
bution the uncertainty in parameter estimates obtained 
from the data for each population (Myers et a l .  1993; 
McAllister et a !. 1994). Punt and Hilborn ( 1997) suggest 
that meta-analysis (Gelman et a !. 1995) could be 
applied to construct such priors using data for similar 
stocks. Under this approach, a prior for a parameter in 
one population is constructed from the joint or “m eta-”
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analysis o f  data sets from several similar populations. 
The goal o f  this approach is to estimate the distribution 
for the parameter among the populations o f  interest and 
to use this as the prior (Myers et al., 1996).

Traditional Empirical Bayes methods have also been 
developed to construct priors using data from several 
populations (Berger, 1985, pp. 96, 167; Hoenig et al.,
1994). However, Gelman et al. (1995) suggest that the 
application o f meta-analysis using hierarchical prob
ability models to construct priors is preferable to tra
ditional Empirical Bayes methods, which do not use 
hierarchical probability models. This is mainly because 
the latter approach does not account for uncertainty 
in the estimated parameters that specify the prior distri
bution, while the former approach, with its use o f  
hierarchical probability models, does.

When data from other populations are used to con
struct a prior distribution, only stocks known to have 
reasonable stock assessment and data sampling proto
cols should be selected. The approach is also useful only 
when data sets are available for stocks that are likely to 
be representative o f the population o f interest. It is 
important to avoid “ selection bias", which can occur, 
for example, when data only exist for large, productive 
populations, while the one of interest is small and 
unproductive (Walters and Ludwig. 1994). The reasons 
and criteria used for including or excluding the data sets 
used for the prior should be carefully documented.

Using expert judgment
Another approach to constructing priors is to  use expert 
judgment. This can be useful when constructing priors 
for technical parameters such as the constant o f propor
tionality in an acoustic survey, q (McAllister et a i ,
1994). or the catchability coefficient in a trawl survey 
(M cAllister. 1995). In these examples, experts who dealt 
with the surveys o f  interest were consulted about the 
various factors that related the biomass estimates given 
by the surveys to the biomass o f  the population o f  
interest. The constants o f proportionality, q, were m od
eled as a function o f  several parameters whose values 
were uncertain. Each o f  these parameters was treated as 
a random variable. For example, an acoustic survey 
scientist helped to construct a model for q in an acoustic 
survey for stocks o f  spawning hoki in New Zealand 
(Punt et a i ,  1994). in which q was a function o f  mean 
acoustic target strength, the target species identification 
error, and the fraction o f  the population in the survey 
area, among other things. The expert also helped to 
construct a probability density function o f  each par
ameter that conveyed what was known about it. A 
M onte Carlo simulation was then used to construct a 
probability distribution for q by taking draws from the 
pdfs o f  the factors that together made up q, computing 
the resulting value for q. and then repeating these steps 
many times. See Appendix K. McAllister (1995) for an

example o f  constructing an informative prior for q for a 
trawl survey abundance index.

In an assessment o f  bowhead whale (Balaena mystice
tus) population dynamics, Raftery et al. (1995a) con
sulted a variety o f  sources to construct prior 
distributions for model input parameters and derived 
variables. These priors were constructed from biological 
studies on bowhead fertility, mortality, growth, and 
other life history parameters, interspecific comparisons 
o f the same, and aerial, land based and acoustic surveys 
o f bowhead abundance and age distribution, among 
other things. N ote, however, that Butterworth (1995), 
Butterworth and Punt (1996), and Punt and Butterworth 
(1996) have pointed out several problems with these 
priors.

Walters and Ludwig (1994) suggest that the use of 
arguments based on basic biology (e.g. life history 
attributes) combined with scientific intuition, rather 
than empirical data, to construct informative priors 
should be avoided. Common tendencies in using such 
arguments to specify priors are to allow too much 
subjective judgment to enter the formulation, to be 
overly confident, and to specify a prior distribution that 
is too precise (Berger, 1985; Walters and Ludwig, 1994; 
Adkison and Peterman, 1996). Priors can also be very 
biased when important sources o f  variability are 
excluded, or when they are constructed as functions of 
several contributing variables and the variances o f  the 
contributing variables are underestimated. Biases can 
also result if covariances am ong contributing variables 
are ignored. Furthermore, the results o f  several past 
evaluations of the same stock can also enter the formu
lation and result in a double usage o f the data. These 
various problems have led Walters and Ludwig (1994) to 
advocate for fisheries stock assessment the use o f non- 
informative priors instead o f priors based on expert 
judgment. We believe that this may be going too far. 
Provided that the above tendencies are recognized, well 
thought-out priors that are based on expert judgment 
can sometimes help to provide valuable information 
about plausible values for parameter values. Priors that 
assign zero probability to som e values o f  a parameter, 
however, should be avoided unless there is very good 
reason to do so; if the true value has been assigned zero 
value in the prior, the posterior probability will also 
assign zero probability to the true value (Adkison and 
Peterman, 1996). The influences on results o f  priors 
constructed using expert judgm ent should always be 
compared with those o f  non-informative priors and 
reported to decision makers.

Non-independence among parameters in the 
prior distribution

Joint prior distributions with dependence among par
ameters have rarely been applied in fisheries stock
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assessment. Such priors contain m ore information than 
priors with independence am ong parameters because 
they suggest that when considered together, certain 
combinations o f  values are more or less likely than when 
parameters are considered independently. For example, 
Raftery et al. (1995a) constructed a joint prior for 
juvenile and adult survival rates for bowhead whale that 
reflected the belief that adult survival was greater than 
juvenile survival. Butterworth (1995), however, pointed 
out that the correlation in the prior distribution between 
survival rate and the age at maturity was missing. Priors 
with non-independence am ong parameters are appro
priate whenever non-independence is suggested by 
theoretical considerations and empirical evidence. N o n 
independence may be suggested by technological, life 
history, or other ecological considerations or by signifi
cant correlations am ong parameters when they are 
jointly estimated from  data not in the likelihood 
function (M cAllister et al.. 1994).

Problems that can be encountered with 
the implementation o f Bayesian methods

While there are significant advantages to the use o f  
Bayesian methods, the authors would also like to discuss 
some o f  the problem s that m ay be encountered in their 
application. One o f  the m ost contentious aspects o f  
Bayesian estimation is the requirement to specify priors 
tor uncertain m odel parameters (Berger, 1985). A s dis
cussed above, if  they are not carefully constructed, 
priors may be very biased and overly precise. Even if  the 
data are strongly inform ative, biased priors can poten
tially result in large biases in estimates o f  management 
quantities (Cordue and Francis, 1994; Adkison and 
Peterman, 1996). Furthermore, the construction o f  
informative priors can  be very tedious and entail con 
siderable amounts o f  effort, debate, and time spent 
before results can be obtained.

Computing time can be very lengthy if  complex  
models are used, if  there are multiple uncertain par
ameters, and if the data are very extensive. Bayesian 
applications o f  M onte Carlo m ethods to catch-age data 
can take from a few hours to several days on a Pentium  
computer, although com puting time can be decreased 
w'th speedier machines, languages, and algorithms 
(e g. for numerical integration).

In some instances, the posterior may be complex (e.g. 
multimodal -  Kinas 1996) and difficult to estimate. For 
importance sampling, it may som etim es be difficult or 
impossible to identify an appropriate importance func
tion (Appendix 2). W hile, if M CM C methods are used, 
multimodality can go  undetected (N ew ton and Raftery, 
!" 4 )  (Appendix 2). Both M CM C and importance sam
pling approaches could be tried to verify that the same 
distribution can be obtained with different approaches.

If a complex posterior is suspected, adaptive importance 
sampling could be tried (Kinas, 1996).

There can also be problems with the interpretation o f  
posterior distributions (Adkison and Peterman, 1996). 
For example, a sharp (or highly peaked) marginal 
posterior distribution for a quantity o f  interest (e.g. 
stock biomass) does not necessarily convey a high degree 
o f certainty. It can also be caused by contradictory data 
or priors that are inconsistent with the data (Adkison  
and Peterman, 1996). If data sources are contradictory, 
some have suggested that analyses should be run separ
ately for each source and the results presented separately 
to decision makers (Richards, 1991; Schnute and 
Flilborn, 1993). The effects o f  the prior on the posterior 
can also be evaluated by comparing the results with 
those obtained using non-informative priors. Growing  
experience also suggests that alternative biological 
models that are fitted to the same data can sometimes 
give results that are considerably different. This adds a 
further advantage to formulating two or more structur
ally different models as alternative hypotheses and 
calculating marginal posterior probabilités for each o f  
them. However, the use o f Bayesian methods for model 
checking (i.e. evaluating the goodness o f  fit o f  the model 
to the data and priors) is also advisable (Gelman et al.,
1995), especially if only one model is evaluated.

Summary o f advantages o f the Bayesian 
approach to stock assessment
The Bayesian statistical approach offers an elegant and 
theoretically consistent framework within which to pro
vide policy advice; Bayesian methods can be used to 
account for and convey the full range o f  uncertainties 
related to the models and parameters used (Berger, 1985; 
Arnold, 1990; Gelman et al., 1995; Punt and Hilborn, 
1997). Bayesian methods can also be used to implement 
a precautionary approach to fishery management (FAO,
1995). For example, decision tables can be used to 
choose management actions that have an acceptably low  
probability o f  resulting in undesirable outcomes.

Standard decision analysis methods that can be rou
tinely applied in fisheries policy evaluations require the 
calculation o f  probabilities for alternative hypotheses 
(Raiffa, 1968; Berger, 1985). Only the Bayesian 
approach allows the calculation o f probabilities for 
alternative hypotheses from data for the population o f  
interest and other prior information (e.g. data for similar 
populations). Providing that they are carefully con
structed, informative prior distributions can be helpful 
for improving the precision in estimates o f  management 
quantities o f  interest. Other ad  hoc approaches, such as 
bootstrapping methods that produce sampling distri
butions o f  estimated quantities, do not formally use such 
prior distributions and cannot be used to compute
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probabilities for alternative hypotheses, though their 
results are often interpreted as if they were such prob
abilities (Francis, 1992; Restrepo e t u l., 1992; Smith 
e t  u l . , 1993). The use o f  joint posterior distributions can 
also account for empirically derived covariances among 
model parameters that may be missed using non- 
Bayesian M onte Carlo approaches. Unlike other 
approaches, the Bayesian approach also permits the 
calculation o f  probabilities for alternative models. This 
can be particularly useful when the identification o f  the 
"best” policy depends strongly on the model assumed.

However, while Bayesian methods may be "the 
methods o f  choice" we also recognize the utility o f 
applying other approaches for dealing with uncertainties 
in fisheries stock assessment. The latter approaches may 
sometimes be preferred because they may be quick and 
easy to implement and have well understood estimation  
properties (Schnute and Richards, 1995). The implemen
tation o f  a variety o f  stock assessment approaches can 
also sometimes be useful (Punt and Hilborn, 1997); if the 
alternative methods lead to the same conclusions, more 
confidence can be given to them.
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Appendix 1 : Bayes posterior for 
structurally different models
It may often be o f interest to consider uncertainty about 
competing models for population dynamics. Such 
models would contain alternative sets o f equations to 
represent alternative hypotheses for population dynam
ics (e.g. different stock-recruit functions). A model with 
dynamics j is defined as nij. Each model may be plausible 
to varying degrees prior to evaluating a set o f  data that 
may help to further discriminate among the alternatives. 
The relative plausibility for each model prior to evalu
ating such data can be expressed by the prior probability 
for the model pirn,).

The joint posterior probability for model j and a given 
realization i o f  its vector o f parameters conditioned on 
the data, P(m¡. 6, j data), is given by.

P l m A . l d a u l . T ^ y ^ L ^ A Ä  ( A ,, ,
¿  plnrqlfpO^Lfdataiejde,
I = 1

where p(0,j) is the prior probability density for vector i 
under model j, L(data 9 ¡0) is the likelihood function o f  
the data evaluated at 0 under model j, and N m is the 
number of alternative models considered. The value 
p(0, ¡) represents the probability for a given set o f values 
for the parameters in model j prior to obtaining a set o f  
data that can further our ability to discriminate among 
alternative 0, r The marginal posterior probability for 
model j is given by:

P ,  m , I d , , , , .

£  p(m 1)|p (0 ,)L (d ata |9 |)d 01
(AÍ.2

Appendix 2: Bayesian Monte Carlo 
methods for numerical integration

In order to obtain expected values and marginal pos
terior distributions for management quantities, the 
joint posterior distribution o f  the population model 
parameters, 0, must be integrated. When the dimension 
o f 0 is high (e.g. >3), approxim ations are most easily 
obtained using various methods o f  M onte Carlo inte
gration. O f the Bayesian M onte Carlo methods, 
“simple” importance sampling and the SIR algorithm  
(Berger, 1985: Rubin, 1987, 1988) have been applied 
most often in fisheries stock assessment (e.g. Francis 
et al., 1992; Punt, 1993b; M cAllister et al., 1994; Stocker 
et al., 1994; Raftery et al., 1995a). SIR is an extension of 
simple importance sampling and is considerably more 
efficient. SIR entails the following steps (the first three 
steps constitute “ simple” importance sampling): First, 
an importance function is defined, h(9). This is a density 
function o f  0  that is as close as possible to  the posterior. 
It must be a pdf from which a large number, m, o f 
independent and identically distributed (iid) draws o f  0 
can be taken. The tails o f  h(0) must also be no thinner 
(less dense) than the tails o f  the posterior (Oh and 
Berger, 1992). Second, many draws o f  0 are taken 
randomly from h(0). Third, for each draw, 0k ( k= l ,  2, 
. . ., m), an importance ratio is calculated:

w (0k) =
L (data |0k)p (9k)

h(0k)
(A2.1)

where L(data 0k), p(0k), and h(0k) are the likelihood  
function o f  the data, the prior, and the importance 
function evaluated at 0k, respectively. Importance sam
pling, the process o f generating 9 k according to h(0), 
forms a discrete distribution over (0 ,, 0 2, . . ., 0 m) placing 
mass:

F (0k|data) =
w (0k

I>(0k
k = 1

(A2.2)

The integrals for each model can be estimated using one 
o f the M onte Carlo methods for integration (e.g. by 
importance sampling -  p. 263, Berger, 1985; Appen
dix 2) or by analytic approximation (Raftery and 
Richardson, 1996).

on each 0k. This distribution approximates the actual 
posterior. By the strong law o f  large numbers and under 
mild conditions, this approximation improves as m 
increases (Berger, 1985, p. 263).

For some management quantities (e.g. virgin and 
current stock biomass, M SY, stock depletion), the dis
crete distribution F(0k!; data) over (0 ,, 0 2, . . ., 9m) can be 
used directly for numerical integration to com pute mar
ginal distributions and expected values. However, for 
management quantities computed in decision analysis, 
integration is often tractable only by resampling from 
this discrete distribution. This is because the use o f  the 
full set o f  importance draws, (0 ,, 02, . . . ,  0m), ¡n a 
decision analysis can result in excessive computing
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times. The fourth step is the resampling part o f  the SIR  
algorithm. D istributions for quantities o f  interest that 
are known functions o f  9, can be estimated efficiently, by 
taking a random sam ple o f  size n with n<§m from the 
estimated posterior distribution over (0 ,. 0 2, . . ., 0m) (see 
McAllister et a i ,  1994; M cAllister and Ianelli, 1997 for 
details). The end result is a set o f  n draws o f  0 from the 
posterior. These draws can then be used in a decision  
analysis.

A major task o f  im portance sam pling is finding an 
appropriate importance function (van Dijk and Kloek, 
1985; Berger, 1985; G ew eke, 1989; Oh and Berger, 
1992). A simple candidate for an importance function is 
the joint prior pdf (Punt, 1993b; M cAllister et a i ,  1994; 
Raftery et a i ,  1995a; Kinas, 1996). This prior can be 
satisfactory in situations in which the data are not highly 
informative (Punt, 1993b; M cAllister et a i ,  1994; 
Raftery et a i ,  1995a). Otherwise, im portance functions 
that are more similar to the posterior than the prior are 
required. For example, the multivariate Student t distri
bution has often been used, with the mean based on the 
posterior modal value o f  0 (found by non-linear minimiz
ation) and the covariance o f  0 based on the Hessian 
estimate o f  the covariance at the mode (van Dijk and 
Kloek, 1985; Geweke, 1989; Oh and Berger, 1992; West, 
1993; McAllister, 1995). Log transformations o f  some 
parameters have also helped to account for skewness in 
the posterior (van Dijk and Kloek, 1985; McAllister.
1995). An importance function based on the likelihood 
function has also proven useful (N ew ton and Raftery. 
1994).

Alternative M onte Carlo approaches

McAllister and Ianelli (1997) point out alternative 
Bayesian M onte Carlo approaches for numerical inte
gration. These include adaptive importance sampling 
(AIS) and M arkov Chain M onte Carlo (M CM C) 
methods (Givens, 1993a,b; Kinas. 1996; Punt and 
Hilborn, 1997). In contrast to  SIR . A IS is an iterative 
importance sampling procedure that can use as an 
importance function a finite mixture o f  multivariate 
Pdfs, such as the multivariate Student density (West. 
1993; Kinas, 1996). The normalized importance ratios 
are used to develop the new importance function and 
successive rounds o f  im portance sampling are conducted  
such that the successive im portance functions converge 
°n the posterior. A  potential advantage o f  AIS over SIR 
ls that AIS may be com putationally more efficient than 
SIR especially for estimating com plex (e.g. multi-modal) 
Posteriors (Kinas, 1996).

In contrast. M C M C  m ethods are based on iterative 
Markovian updating schem es for estimating posteriors 
and sampling entails a random walk over the posterior 
Probability surface (M etropolis et al.. 1953; Hastings, 
'970; Punt and Hilborn, 1997). M arkovian Chain

M onte Carlo methods can be easier to implement 
because they may require less coding and initial start-up 
time than importance sampling methods. However, 
M CM C methods may be com putationally less efficient 
than importance sampling methods (Smith. 1991; 
Givens, 1993a). Ensuring that the draws o f  0 obtained 
using M CM C so are independent is also not so straight
forward as it is with SIR. In addition, there are some 
conditions in which M CM C may not necessarily con
verge on the posterior (e.g. when the posterior surface is 
multimodal or not log-concave, N ew ton and Raftery.
1994).

Appendix 3: A simple algorithm for 
random sampling from a probability 
distribution

Some o f  the Bayesian methods for numerical integration 
(e.g. importance sampling and grid-based methods) 
require an algorithm for taking random draws from a 
discrete or continuous distribution. A  simple approach 
for taking draws from such a distribution is to use the 
cumulative distribution function, cdf or F(0) (Gelman 
et a i ,  1995). For the distribution, p(0). the cd f is defined 
as: F(v) = P(0<v).

We used the procedure below to take draws o f  0 from 
a discrete approximation o f the posterior distribution o f  
0 = r, K in the logistic model. The procedure assumes 
that a discrete approximation o f P(0 data) has already 
been obtained (e.g. through importance sampling or 
a grid-based method). Furthermore, the procedure 
assumes that the estimate o f  P(0 data) is contained in a 
file in which each line k contains a vector o f  parameter 
values 0k, and the natural logarithm o f  the posterior 
kernel, log[L (data 0k) p(0k)]. If the dimension o f  the 
parameter vector 0 is large (e.g. >5) and an importance 
sampling method has been used, the vector 0 k can be 
represented instead by the unique random number 
“seed" that was used to generate the sequence o f  values 
in the vector 0k in the importance sampling algorithm. 
The steps o f  an algorithm for randomly sampling 0  from  
a discrete distribution o f  0 [e.g. P(0 data)] are as follows:

(1) Take n<(m random draws (e.g. n = 500() or 10 000) 
o f U from the uniform distribution on [0. 1] where 
m is the number o f  points in the discrete approxi
mation o f  the posterior distribution P(0 data).

(2) Sort the n values o f U drawn from U(0. 1) in 
ascending order to produce the vector U ,  U n.

(3) Compute the normalizing constant for the empiri
cal distribution [e.g. the denom inator in Equation 

( 1)]:

n const=  X  ex p (log [L (d a ta |0k)p(0k) ] - c o n s t )  (A3.1 )
k  ̂1
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where const is set to some constant value that 
rescales the sum o f the log likelihood and log prior 
to values close to zero for parameter values near the 
mode o f  the posterior. A suitable value for const 
therefore is the sum o f the log likelihood and log 
prior at the posterior mode.

(4) Starting with U , in the series U ,, . .  ., U n. find the 
first value in the cumulative posterior probability 
distribution function that exceeds the value, U ,, i.e. 
find TOTPk such that:

k

]T expllogH L idatalG jlpO j] -c o n s t)

and

The associated parameter vector, 0k. is considered 
to be randomly drawn from P(0 data).

(5) Repeat step (4) over U 2, . . . .  U n to obtain n 
randomly drawn samples from P(0 data).

N ote that it is possible to draw the same value o f 0k 
more than once from P(0 data) because more than one 
value in the series U U n can satisfy the condition  
A3.3 for a given member k in the posterior series k= l ,
. . ., m. If a high percentage o f  the values drawn are of 
the same vector, 0k, this can indicate that the posterior is 
estimated too imprecisely. A  useful diagnostic, therefore, 
is the maximum number or percentage o f  draws o f  the 
same member k in the randomly drawn series 0 ,, . .  ., 0n. 
For example, if more than 1% o f the draws o f  0 are the 
same vector, 0k, then a more precise estimate o f  the 
posterior P(0 data) may be desirable.

TOTPk _ , < U ,  <T O T P k (A3.3)


